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Since 1908

Wood to leave UOP Dining proposals stir
Ernest W. Wood announced his
resJgnation from his position as As;stant Vice President for Developoenton Aug. 30. The Development
Office is responsible for all fund rais~g activity for the University. His
l...:i~nauc>n will be effective as of
Wood is leaving to pursue <>ther
opportunities. He has ac:epted the position of vice president
for the Russ Reid Company, a fund
raising consulting firm located in
Pasadena.
\ Wood has been at UOP since
1979 when he came to Stockton to .
~ue his doctorate and work as
associate director of the university's .
capital campaign "For a Greater

ment and the repeated delays on
decisions such as providing facilities
for Development, when we should be
maximizing our effort in fund raising. Despite the substantial progress
made by our staff to build a strong
program and their dedication to meet
thenecdsofthe Univ~>tsity,Develop
ment continues to receive a low priority of importance within the insti~ution. This seems to send a signal
that raising money to meet our goals
is not urgent."
Clouding Wood's resignation is
the president's lack of formal response to his letter ofresignation. As
wood "'"-1'''""''~•

has not responded to my letter. But,
of course, we discussed it beforehand." The press release from UOP
Public Relations stated that "UOP
President Bill L. Atchley accepted
Wood's resignation with regret, stating that he appreciates the work
Wood has done during the nearly 10
years he has been with the University."
As Wood concluded, "We like to
talk about new programs. But the
fin.a l analysis is none of that will go
anywhere unless the resources are
there to carry it out."

~------.J~}P;ac~~ific." He was named Assistant

~=;:':ir:"---Jl3::·~n:President to

oversee all fund
· activities in 1981.
With his resignation, Wood has
mixed feelings about leaving UOP.
Juu•,~~~•·•t' s been a good experience for me.
I've really enjoyed it," he stated. "In
making this decision to leave, my
t----~~~omu feelings were to stay. We
sort of at a crossroad to move
-.~o.a.k•.-v'llll as an institution."
Wood will miss his friends and
IIJDil~eaguesatthe University. But, he
"Professionally, I just
tum my back on this posidliltUi)n. It's really an exciting opportu." He concluded, "Professionally, I had to take it."
His leaving is not entirely without
L--~-'1·7concem. "I am concerned that the
.__ _-1
miversity make a strong commitllent to its development program.
There is no magic to fundraising; it's

h

L....:::::J.---:::::::11:! just hard work," he explained.

ln his letter of resignation to the
president, Wood cited what has been
troubling him. "For more than a year
I have been increasingly concerned
over the prevailing lack of clear institutional commitment to Develop-

up student concerns
Timothy Rohde
News Editor

President Atchley's announcement
that he was considering turning food
service operations over to a contractor brought about a flurry of student
activity this week.
Following the establishment of
advisory committees, including one
of students, the announcement that
proposals were being accepted from
contractors was made public. Students, concerned over the future of
the quality of the dining hall food, reacted in different ways.
First, signs were made by "Students
Against Airport Food" and placed
around campus and sent to resident
assistants. Next, a petition was
started and is currently being circulated around campus. During the
Board of Regents various committee
meetings on campus last Tuesday,
letters against the proposal were
placed on their tables during a break.
A large anti-ARA sign was placed
near the Gold Room where the Regents were meeting. And concerned
students made flyers describing the
proposed changes and distributed
them at Pacific Family Days to parents and students alike.
Acsa Hitchens is a member of the
students advisory committee and
helped to circulate the petition
around campus. "My concern is for
the quality of food," she explained. I
don't feel we have been given any
concrete assurances."
Hitchens raised several other concerns. "If I'm paying the same
amount of money to ARA that I am
currently paying, I want a guarantee
that the money will go towards food.
If ARA can cut costs and generate all
this extra revenue, why won't my
food bill go down?"
Hitchens sees a clear plan for student response: "I think that students
need, good or bad, to express their
opinion to the president."
Hope Young helped put the antiARA sign up as well as helping to
requirements can be custom de- make the informational brochures
signed to meet the needs of each which were distributed at Pacific
student and sometimes prior work Family Days. When asked why she
experience or previous college was concerned, Young responded
classes can apply toward degree ob- "The main reason is more than the
issu~ of ARA itself coming in. I don't
jectives.
The average age of UOP re-entry necessarily agree with that, but I
students is 38. Why have older adults definitely don't agree with the way
decided to return to school? Della President Atchley is going about this.
Richardson, re-entry coordinator and Just like graduation last year, he is
student, said, "Most students always beginning changes that effect us
wanted to complete their education without asking our opinion. If it's not

UC students enjoy success
It has been called the second com1

ing of the baby boomers. This educational trend has become so popular
~Robert Gonrad is portraying this
new type of student in his latest
movie. Unlike Comad's movie version, almost all of these students will
nevertryoutforthe football team, but
they are active. They are Re-Entry

students.
University College is home of the
Re-Entry program here at UOP. As a
matter of fact, University College
was designed specifically for ReEntry students. The basic criteria
requires the student to be at least 25
years old, meet the admission requirements, and be willing to learn.
Once accepted, the student works out
a class schedule, often designed
around busy work schedules. Major

Col
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/
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but were unable to for a variety of
reasons." Some students left school
to raise families or go to work. Others
realized that in order to get ahead a
solid educational degree coupled
with work experience means better
promotional opportunities.
The typical UOP re-entry student is
an interesting and welcome addition
to our diverse campus community.
Of the 74 students in the program
75% are female and 40% attend fulltimeday classes. They carry an average course load of 11 units and have
the distinction of maintaining an
overall G.P.A. of 3.15, tops for any
college on campus. Also, of the 26
mortar board honor society members, three are re-entry students.
~ One of the most obvious barriers to
g~ continuing school for many students
&<>
appears to be financial aid. Although
UOP is expensive, and returning to
~ school can create cash flow problems
., for students who have to pay their
own way, the Financial Aids Office
.. has been extreme\)' helpful. "My
financial aid package looks like a
patchwork quilt, but without it I
(see Re-Entry, page 12)

t

Uc students present shirt to another Re-Entry student-Conrad

Anti-ARA sign is posted outside Gold Room.

broken, don't fix it That's my
gripe."
Young further elaborated: "And
I'm scared about the future. I realize
he's going to make changes. But he
doesn'thavetodoitthisway. Idon't
know why he has his defense up
unless he has something to guard."
After trying to obtain information
about the situation, several times,
Young is frustrated. "When you're
asking questions, you're either not
getting answers or getting answers
that keep changing and are vague.''
She raised other concerns. "Staff
will have top be cuL People that have
worked here for 30 years will be
slowlyinchedout. Studentcooksand
managers will replace them at a
much cheaper rate. He hasn't even
given them a chance to prepare their
own proposal. People there are
scared because even if ARA is not
brought in, they are scared if they
speak out they will lose their job."
She added "If they are guaranteeing
us a profit, you know prices will
eventually have to go up at a higher
margin than ours would have."
RHA President Scott Gerbert
helped to write the petition which is

circulating around campus. "I think
that what's going on would be great'
for the university, that a $500,000
profit in the first year would be
somelhin2 I would respect in the
company," he explailaod. "lfoYtever,
I still do not understand how th~y can
make that profit without something
suffering. I can't back it because I
can't believe it."
ASUOP President Eric Kjeldgaard
supports the plan with some reservations. "I think he's (Atchley) got
some good goals for the university, as
far as to bring it to the most efficient
level he can find possible," he explained. "With my understanding of
the whole situation at this point, I
think what ARA is offering the university is good with certain conditions on certain areas."
On October 5 at 7:30 p.m. in the
McCaffrey Center Theater, President Atchley will address the student
population in a "Speaker's Forum"
organized by the ASUOP Senate.
Student reaction at that meeting will .
prove' whether the students who are
responding to the proposal now stand •
alone, or if the campus stands with ;
them.

Funds campaign established
Timothy Rohde
News Editor

President Atchley is expected to
announce the appointment of H.
David Scott, current Director of
Capital Development, to the position
of Director of Development to replace the recently retired Jeremy
Jones. This is happening in the wake
of the resignation of Ernest Wood as
Assistant Vice-President for Development and soon after UOP has informally launched its second capital
gifts campaign.
This campaign has no name as of yet
because it has not been formally
launched. But as with every capital
funds campaign, this drive is in the
beginning stages ofdevelopment. As
Wood explained, "We are in a nucleus fund stage. That means we are
trying to find key individual gifts."
These include recent donations to the

university of one and two million
dollars, pushing the pre-launching
fund total to almost 13.5 million
dollars. The ultimate goal of the
campaign is to raise 50 million dollars.
There are actually three types of
financial gift programs here at UOP.
The frrst is the annual Pacific fund,
which is used to meet current, ongo-.
ing need. The second is the capita\
gifts programs, which utilizes major
gifts for needs outside the university
budget, such as library renovation.
The third type is the planned/deferred gift program, where donors
will a specific amount of money to
the university which is made available following their death .
Very little promotion has been done
on t>ehalf of the campaign as of yet.
"One of the worst things you can do
is announce the beginning of a program too early,'' Wood said. "People

are impressed when you sit down one
on one and explain the needs io
them."
Wood further explained that 90% of
all donations come~ from 10% orless
of the total donors in any campaign.'
That is why the Development office
is focusing on key individual gifts
right now.
(see FUND, page 2)
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Family Day celebrated
The University of the Pacific Dining Services Department has earned
the National Grand Prize for Residence Hall Dining Special Events and
Theme Dinners for the 1987-88 academic year. UOPreceived the award
at the National Association of College and University Food Services'
national conference in June.
Dining Services captured first-place awards in the Residence Hall
Dining Standard Menu/Medium School Category, and the Residence
Hall Dining Special Event Theme Dinner/Medium School Category.

EPOCH yearbook staff can now work for units. This fall, President
Atchley allocated funds for a class for the EPOCH yearbook staff.
Individual students still may choose to work for pay or, as part of the new
policy, work for two units of credit towards a communication practicum.
This class is providing an opponunity for growth in the Communication
Depanment in the area of print media. A tentative class meeting time is
Wednesday evenings, 7-9 p.m. Bill Berlin, a local businessman in the
portraits field, will instruct the class and advise the production of the
yearbook.
Although the date for adding classes has passed, there will not be a
penalty for adding the yearbook class late. For additional infonnation,
please contact Wendy Pryor at the ASUOP office-- 966-2233.

Fall semester Campus Recruitment sign-ups for interviews will take
place today and tomorrow in the Career Planning and Placement Center.
Participating companies include Macy's, Arthur Anderson, Bank of
America, MONY Financial Services, FN Wolf and Co. and Electronic
Data Systems.
Infonnational pre-sessions are scheduled for some of the recruiters.
These infonnal meetings are open to all students and faculty and provide
insight into the company and its policies as well as an opponunity to
discuss and share ideas. For more information, call 946-2361.

ents also attended the meeting of the
Parents Advisory board where Dr.
Staff Writer
Douglas Teddards of the English
Pacific Family Day celebrated its .Boycotts on South African Technol- Department spoke about the writing
twelfth year on Saturday, with the ogy, Soviet People and the Economy, program at UOP.
A presentation was also made by
theme"TheWorldatUOP." Accord- Southern African, Images Not Poring to Kara Brewer, Director of trayed by the Media, The Transna- Helena Behrens about opponunities
Alumni and Parent Programs, the tional Lawyer, Effects of for students to study abroad. Her
tradition of Pacific Family Day be- Gorbachev' s Reforms on Eastern presentation was followed by a panel
gan several years ago when a parent Europe. Other presentations in- discussion by four UOP students.
on the Parents Advisory Board sug- cluded: How do YouSpel/Reliefand The students on the panel were: Jefgested that, although the Parent Ori- Everything Else You Wanted to Know frey Aden who studied in Japan;
entation Program was beneficial, he About Self-Medication, Computer Sheila Groden who studied in Peru;
wouldalsoliketoseesomeofUOP's Aided Design and Drafting, Plate Almundena Rodriquez, a foreign
fine teaching faculty in action. As a Tectonics: The Origin of Volcanos student from Spain; and Anders Peresult, the program, originally called and Earthquakes.
terson from Sweden.
All of the participating faculty volParent's Day, was started in 1977.
A reception, at which intofnational
"The World at UOP" was chosen for unteered their time to prepare and students dressed in native ·Costumes
a theme in recognition of our new present their individual seminars for and served as hosts and hostesses,
School of International Studies. The the program. Conservatory, SIS, finished out the day.
theme idea grew out of last year's SBPA, School of Education, School
Brewer emphasized the number of
events which revolved around Amer- of Engineering, and COP faculty volunteers who played key roles in
ica and the anniversary of our presented seminars throughout the the success of this year's Pacific
Constitution.
day. A representative from
Family Day. Volunteers from OrThe day included a series of lec- McGeorge School of Law was also ange Aide (a group of local women
tures, demonstrations and discus- one of the presenters.
volunteers who help with campus
sions led by faculty. Special events
In addition to the seminars, the projects) worked at registration
were also scheduled for children ages day's activities included a barbecue tables, faculty presented seminars,
6-12, as well as teenag~s. so that lunch and band concen where stu- and students served as panel memwhole families could benefit from dents joined their families for food bers, musicians, and reception hosts
the day's program.
and entenainment. The band was led and hostesses. The overall program
Most of the seminar topics centered by Dr. Roben Halseth and was made was coordinated and organized by
on international issues but other ar- up of student musicians. Many par- the Alumni Office under the direcKim Austin

eas of interest were also covered.
Internationally focused presentations included: The Effect of U.S.

tion of Brewer.
Faculty presenting
were: Dr. Ed Evans, School ofEngi.
neering; Dean Fay Haisley, School
Education; Dean Ed Haley, School
International Studies; Dr. Gerald
Hewitt, COP Department ofPoliticaJ
Science and Philosophy; Dr. Le.
onard Humphreys, COP Department
of History and School of Intema.
tiona! Studies; Dr. Lois Harrison
Conservatory of Music; Dr. Longin~
Jalcubowska, COP Department of
Sociology and School of Intema.
tiona! Studies; Dr. Jeff M. Jellin
School of Pharmacy; Dr. Robert
Johanson, School of Engineeri
Professor Emeritus Cy Kahn,
Department of Drama and Dance;

c:

Dr.PaulKaCpuk, COPn,.,,grf•m~>n,t ntll

Modem Language and
Dr. Joe King, School
Dr. J. Curtis Kramer, COP Depan.
mentofGeology and Geography; Dr.
Doris Meyer, COP Department
Physical Education and u ..1~rP<otin••• l
Dr. John 0 'Dell, School
ing; Dr. Said Shakerin, School
Engineering; Dr. RodS troud, S
of Engineering; Dr. Paul
School of Business and Public
ministration; and Dr. Kojo Y'"~-'""""'·, 1
McGeorge School of Law.

The Student Association and the Dean's Office of the School ofBusiness
and Public Administration presents the Pacific Business Forum. The
purpose of the Business Forum is to bring in unique and successful
individuals to share their experiences in business and industry with
students. These individuals will give a practitioner's view, which compliments and enhances classroom theory. Faculty, staff, and members of
the Stockton community are also invited and encouraged to attend.
The flrst speaker this fall is Mr. Luis Arismendi, president of A.G.
Spanos Land Company, Inc. The chosen topic for his speech is "The
Future of Growth in the San Joaquin Valley." The Forum will be held
today in the Regent's Dining Room. The event will begin at noon and last
an hour. Refreshments will be served. This is the flrst of approximately
four or five speakers for the 1988-89 academic year.
If there are any questions or comments regarding the Pacific Business
Forum, please contact Cheryl Killingsworth at 946-2476.

Th~ Homecoming 3-Mile Run will be held on Saturday, October 15
starting at Burns Tower. Registration is at 7:30a.m. and the race begins
at8:45 a.m. The race consists of six age divisions: 13 and under, 14-18,
19-29, 30-39 40-49, and 50 and over. All panicipants will recieve aT~in and awards will go to first through third finishers plus first alumni
~.each group. Entry fee before Oct. 8 is $5.00. On the day of the race,
1l1s $6.00. Entry fonns are available at Bums Tower Lobby.

The Academic Skills Center and Student Advising will give three mini
c~ next wee~. Anyone can come to WPC 241 from 7-8 p.m. for
adVIce on how to tmprove their study habits. Each course is taught b
student advisor and is free of charge.
ya
Tuesday, October 4: Listening and Notetaking (Terri Carr)
Wednesday, October 5: How to Study Math (Matt Trosper)
Thursday, October 6: Time Management (Laura Gooier)

Mic~e Grove Zoo~ promo'!"g "Tiger Month" by offering halfprice on
adop~ng a Bengal Ttger dunng the months of September and October.
Du~g the~ months ~ou can not only adopt a tiger for only $50.00 but
you wi1_l recetv~ a certtflcate of Adoption from the San Joaquin County
Zoological S~tety. The new adoptive parent's name will appear on our
Adopt.An Ammal Honor Roll at Micke Grove Zoo, and they will receive
a special Zoo Parents bumper stickers.
Adopt An ~imal ?Iakes an ideal gift. Also, it can be an interesting and
unus~ busmess gift. Now ~ the time to become an adoptive "tiger
powe~ parent .before the spectal offer expires at the end of October For
~~:~atton please call the Zoo Office at (209) 331-7270 or (209)

Th.e UOP ~ccounting Society will be holding several recruiti
sesSions durmg the month of October Pre
.
h
ng pre.
.
·
-sessiOns are eld prior to a
finn ' s scheduled mtervtew
date on cam us and .
meet representati es f th fi
~
giVe students a chance to
.
v o e ums on an mformal basis.
The followmg pre-sessions have been set for October:

oct. 5 , 6:oo p.m.
Deloitte, Haskins & Sells
0 ct. 6 , 7:30p.m.
Arthur Anderson
Price Waterhouse
Oct. 6, 6:00p.m.
Bowman & Co.
Oct. 10, 6:00p.m.
Ernst & Whinney
' Oct l3, 6:00p.m.
Chevron,
USA
Oct. 20 • 6·00
F
. fi
. p.m.
or more m ormation, contact the UOP Accounting Society at 944-7322.

In las~ week's.Pacifican, Jason Kane's name was inadvenently misspe~led man article featuring him and his newly formed company. The
Pactficanregrets thts errorand.apologizes for any inconveni<'nres this has
caused.

Alex Lorena plays the piano while student and family listen.

Humanities Majors
Dropping Nationwide
(CPS) The number of college students majoring in the humanities has
dropped dramatically in recent years
whit~,
ironically
enough:
Amencan 's interest in history,literature and other humanities has undergoo~ a "remarkableblossoming," the
National Endowment for the
Humanities {NEH) said September
12.
Between 1966and 1986thenumber
of bachelor's degrees awarded increased by 88 percent, but the number of bachelor's degrees awarded in
the humanities declined by 33 percent.
"Many students graduate without
any overarching view of how the
seperate courses they have taken relate to one another," stated NEH
chairman Lynne v. Cheney in
"Humanities in America,"a report on
the state of American culture.
The 73-page report ordered by
Congress said the number of foreign
language majors was down 29 percent, En~lish majors down 35 percent, philosophy majors down 35
percent and history majors down 43
percent from 1966Jevels.
~heney guessed it was because the
high cost oftuition forces students to
enroll in courses that will land them
high-paying jobs after graduation.
Another reason, she said, was that
80 percent of the nation· s campuses
~on ' t require students to take courses
1 ~ Western civilation or American
history.
Ch~ney 's report in part echoes
departtng Secretary of Education -and. Cheney's predecessor as NEH
chairman -- William Bennett'
much-publicized blasting of Stan~
ford University's altering of its
Western Civilization course to include the works of minority and

women authors.
Bennett said Stanford was gutting
its course to mollify campus pressure
groups.
Stanford's faculty, in tum, argued it
replaced some "classical" Greek and
ancient thinkers with some "new"
writers in the c;ourse to reflect some
(see HUMANITIES, page 12)

Lush lawn
to replace
dust
Terri McGraw
AuL News Edi10r

Dust, dirt and winter's mud will
c:oon be relieved by lawn and trees
between Hand Hall and the Quonset
buildings.
The project is part of the
University's ongoing beautification
process, according to Grounds
Manager Charles Ahrens.
"Open areas create problems. We
can't live with central campus as din
and mud," said Ahrens.
Quonsets 1 and 2 were torn down
from this site within the last year.
"They weren't in any condition to
be utilized," said Ahrens.
There are no official plans for
construction ofbuildings on this site.
However, a lawn will allow an easier
redevelopment of the present area.
Installation of sprinklers, drains
grass and trees mark the project'~
flnal stages. This construction has
also allowed aged water and gas
lines to be replaced.
The lawn should be completed by
the end of the month, according to
Ahrens.

Students and family frolic a t Pacific Family Day
page

A status report for the campaign was released September 15 The
following are the flgures as of that date for total funds pledged for the
Stockton campus.
ENDOWMENT
Scholarships/Awards
Faculty Development/Research
Academic Program Enrichment
Library Enhancement
Academic Chairs/Lectureships
Other Restricted Endowment
Planned Gifts
Pooled Income Fund
UNI/Annuity Funds
Gift Annuities
Estate Settlements Pending
Unrestricted General Endowment
TOTALS

GOAL

TOTAL
RECEIVED

$8,000,000
3,500,000
3,500,000
2,000,000
2,000,000

$844,221
2,029,623
1,359,238
309,241

247,976
935,000
91,308
3,177,700
45,390
19,000,000

CAPITAL IMPROVEMENTS
New Construction
Classroom Modernization
Visual Arts Center
Other
Renovations
Residence Hall Improvement
Weber Hall Renovation
Science Center Renovation
Equipment/Special Projects
TOTALS

2,000,000
1,500,000

500,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
7,000,000

GENERAL SUPPORT
Annual Pacific Fund
Other Restricted Purposes
Pacific Athletic Foundation
Unrestricted
RestriCted

5,200,000
800,000
6,000,000

TOTALS

12,000,000

To Be Designated Estate Notes
Student Loan funds
TOTALS
GRAND TOTALS
38,000,000

* Income for these purposes
formally launched

421,156
13,527,904

.11
be counted after the campaign

WI
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jLOOMINGTON, Ind., (CPS) -- Someone is conducting an anti-war
.3mpaign against video game machines in and around the Indiana Uni.ersiLY campus.
1
Jn two calls to the Indiana Daily Student, IU's campus newspaper, an
Jl .
1n0nymous man .said he vandalized a video game called "Contra" at
1
h10solll\ .
Jndiana'.s Memonal Cent~r to pr~test.the ~~agan administration's "illeYt, Cti}l Y, ~· le. ~ll and unmoral human nghts vmlatmns m Central America.
. Sc~~oo ~~ ~e called the game an "affront to human dignity," adding he wanted to
'Dr. lo· Of
~alee sure no one would profit from it.
18
Of ~Usic·
The caller also took credit for damaging a "Contra" game at a video
Cop 'Dr.
arcade near the IU campus.
SthOQJ
The caller, who jammed gum into the machines' coin slots, said the
~. Jerr~
,3mpus game ":'ould be "~rmanently" destroyed if it were not removed.
Y; br l.f.
Sol John Colh~s, ~perat.Ions manager for the Bally Corp., which owns
boo! or ·
~e IV game, sa1d h1s company would not remove the machine.
'tus C
'['he game features Rambo-like soldiers fightiqg in a jungle, said Chuck
• Of ~y
stapleton, who manages the machine in theiUUnion for Bally. "It is not
a 8.nd . f(!Utical in any way," he said.

1

~e and
£LPAS0, Texas, (CPS)-- Like most large colleges and universities, the
University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) has an extensive system of
underground storm sewers and tunnels.
aut unlike most schools, U1EP is not far from the Mexican border. The
school's underground tunnels have become a link in the flow of Mexican
workers illegally entering the United States looking for jobs.
"fraffic is increasing as the economy in Mexico gets worse, and these
people are looking for a better life," Lt. Al Carpio of U1EP's campus
rolice said.
The tunnels are patrolled regularly, Carpio said, and campus police
often find undocumented Mexican workers hiding there. The workers are
lheuturned over to El Paso Police or the U.S. Border Patrol.
UTEP police also, but less frequently, finds local teenagers using drugs,
and criminals who sneak through the tunnels and break into campus
buildings.
But "criminals are a minor percentage of the people in the tunnels,"
added. "It's mostly hardworking, honest people trying to earn a

DENVER,(CPS) --Two more fraternities wete caught last week in the
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Dukakis presents new loan plan]
DENVER, (CPS) -- Democratic
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nationwide crackdown on greek misbehaviors.
In surprise raids on five frats during the first party weekend of the year,
Indiana University officials found six kegs ofbeer at one house and "minor
violations" at another.
IU Associate Dean Richard McKaig said he would release the names of
the houses when he flled formal charges -- which could lead to the
fraternities' suspension-- in mid-September.
Meanwhile, in early September, a Wisconsin court put four University
lilllinois Acacia fraternity members on probation, and sentenced them
U)write ~ssays, donate $50 to charity, pay $90 fines, perform 100 hours
community service, and write a formal letter of apology to the whole
lllniiversitv of Wisconsin at Madison campus for disrupting classes and
off stink bombs during a raucous road trip last April.
officials have been imposing much tougher penalties elsewhere
since drinking ages and liability insurance rates began to rise in 1986:
Just in August, for example, the University of Alabama shut down Its
Sigma Alpha Epsilon chapter for two years after four SAE members were
arrested on cocaine charges.
At the same time the University of Texas at Austin put Tau Kappa
Epsilon on probati~n while officials probe a hazing allegation, and
Rutgers University sent 14 Lambda Chi Alpha men_tbers off to a coun~l
ing program as punishment for allegedly coercmg pledges to dnnk
dangerous volumes of alcohol.
During the summer, administrators at the Unive~sity ?f Nebraska at
Omaha, the University of Santa Barbara and the Umverstty of Colorado
also disciplined errant greek organizations with suspensions and sanctions.
Earlier in 1988 officials at Middlebury College in Vermont, the Universities ofTennes~ee. Illinois, Pennsylvania, Utah, Rochester, Califom~a at
Davis as well as at Florida State, Georgia State, Auburn and San Franctsco
State Universities punished houses whose members have violated various
laws.
Several campuses-- Gettysburg and Franklin' and Marshall Colleges ~n
Pennsylvania, Amherst College in Massachusetts and Colby College m
Maine -- recently have banned all fraternities.

DENVER,(CPS) --Would-be censors did not temper their efforts to ban

certain books and ideas from schools during the past year, a civil liberties
&roup that tracks censorship efforts has found.
"Censorship remains a problem nationwide, a problem that threatens the
basic character and fundamental integrity of the public schools," said
Arthur Kropp, president of People for the American Way (PFAW), thC?
group that issued the report, called "Attacks on the Freedom to Learn."
PFAW counted 157 attempts to censor school material during the last
Year and about a third of the tries were successful.
"The most frequently condemned book was one of American literature's'
greatest classics 'Of Mice and Men' (John Steinbeck), which was
challenged in sch~ls from Maine to Oregon,"Kropp said at a Washington
D.C., news conference last month.
Panama City, Fla. barred Farley Mowat's "Never Cry Wol~: as ·~sub
versive" and the Connellsville, Pa, school board removed Ordinary
People': by Judith Guest from an English class_'s .required readin~. list
because of"objectionable language and the descnpuon of the sex act, the
PPAWadded.
Kropp said he was surprised by the successful censorship ~~use recent
coundecisions --most notable ones overturning book bannmg ~ !ennessee and Alabama and a U.S. Supreme Court scuttling of a Louts1~a law
requiring schools to teach creationism if they also teach evolutiOn -should have been grave legal setbacks.
.
.
.
lie predicted censorship efforts would continue, pnmanly bee?use many
or the groups -- mostly fundamentalist Christian ~ts -- trymg to ban
books and ideas are now running candidates for therr local school. b~ards .
"It is certainly the right of such groups to become involved, but tt JS al.so
Certainly the responsibility of other citizens to respond," Kropp ~td.
IIFAw will release a free "how-to" guide for community groups fightmg
censorship in the next few weeks, he added.
.
"l think it is one-sided and shallow to present every parent complamt as
an act ofcensorship," countered Jordan Lorence of Concern~ Women for
Atnerica, one of the groups PFAW says is a leadi~~ censorsh1~ p~oponen t.
"Every time a conservative objects (to a book), It s censorsh1p, .~.:<>renee
Said after the ppAW press conference. "They don't mention femmt~ts ~nd
blacks" who try to remove books that present images they don t ltke.
"they imply that is enlightened."

Richard Rosser, president of the
presidential nominee Michael
National Association oflndependent
Dukakis unveiled a plan September? Colleges and Universities.
to let students repay their college
Janet Lieberman of the U.S. Student
loans at a rate that depends on how
Association, which represents cammuch they earn after they graduate.
pus student governments in WashThe idea -- which has been tried at ington, D.C., said, "It's a very creaa number of campuses -- immeditive program to help middle-class
ately drew mixed reviews.
. fami1ies, bntitdoesn'trc'<illy address
Bruce Carnes, deputy undersecrethe r:eeds of low-income people."
tary at the U.S Department ofEduca·
"What low-income people need is
tion, said it would "soak" students grant money," said Dave Merkowitz
who got well-paying jobs after of the American Council on Educagraduation.
tion. "They're the least likely to take
He predicted students training to
out loans. Both presidential canditake higher-salaried jobs would refdates need to develop plans to aduse to join the program, forcing the dress the needs of the neediest."
federal government to kick in dollars
The Dukakis plan would allow any
to cover the loan costs oflower-paid student, regardless offamily income,
students who would never repay all
to get a federally guaranteed student
that they owed.
loan, repay it through mandatory
Dukakis aid Thomas Herman, of payroll deductions during the
course, was more enthusiastic.
student's working years for as long as
"This is not only feasible, it is desirthey work, or "buy out" of the proable," he said. "It will allow every- gram at any time by paying a lump
one who is qualified and wants to go sum.
to college to go to college."
As a result, graduates who find jobs
"It is a substantive proposal, one
with high salaries could pay back
that should be discussed," opined
more than the interest and principal
Bob Aaron of the National Associaon their loans, while low-income
tion of State Universities and Landstudents may never pay back all they
Grant Colleges.
borrowed.
"We're extremely pleased that one
"The problem with (Dukakis's)
of the presidential candidates has
plan ... is it depends upon people who
come forth with a new and imaginaare likely to make reasonable intive program for college loans for
comes being willing to get soaked,"
people from all walks of life," said Carnes contended.

Colleges fail
to stop rapes
DENVER,(CPS)--Shockedwhen 16

KALAMAZOO, Mich., (CPS)-- The

victims of campus rape came to it for
help within a six-week period, the
Rape Treatment Center of Santa
Monica Hospital last week publicly
asked college presidents to step up
efforts to prevent sexual assaults on
students.
The center decided to issue its report, called "Sexual Assault on
Campus: What Colleges Can Do,"
after treating the 16 college women,
an "inordinate number proportionate
to our clientele," recalled Mary beth
Roden of the center.
"Universities," she said, "have a
responsibility to protect students."
As an example, the report cited a
case in which a rape victim at one
college lived down the hall from her
assailant for several weeks after the
attack while campus officials ground
through their disciplinary procedures.
Such insensitivity amounts to
" 'revictimjzing' the victim," the
report said.
The Santa Monica report wasn't the
only effort to draw campus attention
to the problem last week.
Indiana University students rebuilt
a "shanty" aimed at shaming administrators into funding a rape crisis
center.
"This campus is not a safe place,"
explained junior Laurie Nicholson,
"and a crisis center is a valuable
system that other universities provide."
Keeping the shanty up, moreover,
has become a political issue in itself
at Indiana. It has been torn down six
times and vandalized 16 times since
it was first built May 7. The structure
was almost destroyed in August
when somebody threw a homemade
fire bomb in it
Some believe the shanty has been
vandalized to support Indiana basketball coach Bobby Knight Knight
outraged many --but apparently not
all-- Indiana students when he told an
interviewer, "I think if rape is inevitable, relax and enjoy it."
But the shanty, said Indiana alumnus Mike Evans, was built to increase
awareness of campus sexual assaults
(see RAPES,
12)

gymnast stepped out on to the high
bar, quivering as she tried to steady
herself. She lost her balance and fell
from the bar, but won the crowd's
hearts when she twirled her tail
around the bar, saving herself from a
15-inch fall.
Mary Lou Retton never faced competition like this, but then she never
won a chocolate chip either.
The competition was indeed fast
and furious at the second annual Rat
Olympics, held last month at Kalamazoo College.
Since June, about 50 psychology
students have trained 11 white, pinkeyed rats to inch their way across the
2-foot-long, quarter-inch-wide high
bar,jump hurdles and climb a 5-foot
vertical screen.
Tempted by a piece of a chocolate
chip cookie, the rats in the Tri-Rathlon also had to climb a 5-step ladder
and make their way through a tunnel
and a pan filled with an inch of water.
Professor Lyn Raible said it all
started as a way to teach her students
about learning and conditioning, but
turned into a sensitivity seminar as
well.
"In some of my classes we do live
animal experiments with the rats and
I found this teaches sensitivity," she
said. "They realize that rats have
personalities and feelings, and it
makes them think twice before they
do their experiment.''
"I was really afraid of them when
we started, but they're really sweet,"
said junior Robin Lake as Mimi, her
rat, crawled across her shoulders.
"We've been together about 10
weeks and we've gotten very close,"
Tom Remble said of his rat, who
(see RATS, page 12)

SERVICE

"Hosea: God Takes
Us for Better or Worse.'
MORRIS CHAPEL
Sunday
11 :00 AM
Or. Gary B. Putnam
University Chaplain

tors figured it would take 17 year~
before payments would reduce ~~
outstanding balance owed the uni•
versity .
Yet fears that students anticipating
a high income would not participat~
in such a program proved not to ~
true, added Routh.
.
Carnes's own U.S. Department of
Education also has promoted aq
"income contingent loan" program,
now being tested at 10 campuses.
In his last two federal college
budget proposals, in fact, President
Reagan asked Congress to replace
virtually all Guaranteed Student
Loans with income-contingent
loans, but Congress, heeding educators' testimony that it was too early to
tell if the idea is workable, opted for
a pilot program instead.
Under the Reagan plan, all borrowers would have to repay all the principal and interest they owed in a
prescribed time.
Under Dukakis's plan, loan repayments would come directly out of
graduates' paychecks, much like
their Social Security payments.
Graduates would not have repayments deducted from earnings over a
certain cap, probably to be set somewhere between $50,000 and
$100,000 a year.
Graduates who borrowed $20,000
to get through college and earned,
(see LOAN, page 12)

By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

Rats go for
the gold

PROTESTANT
WORSHIP

Rosser believed the federal government will have to subsidize the program to keep it viable -- something
Dukakis says won't be necessary -but in the long run would deal "with
the student loan default question in a
very •effective way," thus saving
taxpayers millions of dollars.
Because the government would
take its payment directly out of
grads' paychecks, the default rate -at least theoretically -- would be
minimal.
"It's nice that under this plan you
can graduate and go into a low-payingjob like teaching and nursing and
not worry about paying off your
loans," said Lieberman. "We appreciate the creativity."
Yale University had a similar loan
program for 3,600 students from
1972 to 1978, in which students
could borrow a portion of their tuition from the school and begin repaying it after graduation at a rate of
four-tenths of one percent-- or $4 per
year-- for each $1,000 borrowed.
Dukakis's plan, by contrast, would
have students repay their loans at a
rate of $8 per year for every $1 ,000
borrowed.
"We still think it's a plausible idea,"
said Yale's Donald Routh, director of
financial aid.
Routh said Yale dropped the idea
because it required massive amounts
of capital to maintain it. Administra~
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editorial
A question of
leadership
As the first major issue of the year unfolds for UOP students
--the dining services controversy-- several questions come to
light regarding the leadership role ASUOP President Eric
Kjeldgaardshouldassumeasamemberofthestudentcomrnittee reviewing the ARA proposal.
Just what should be the role of the ASUOP President in this
situation? First, by nature of the title, that individual is the
representati vo ofthe students. As such, the president is charged
with voicing the opinion of the students whenever major
issues that concern them arise. One way is by going out and
meeting with constituent student organizations and communicating those concerns with the appropriate administrator in a
timely manner.
A second area deals with management. The president should
be at the forefront of response-- a take charge individual who
can lead and coordinate the issues concerning students as they
develop in a positive and constructive manner. The ARA issue
is a prime example of the need for this type of leadership.
So what appears to be the problem? Communicating the
benefits of involvement to students is not one of them. In fact,
ASUOP has done an exceptional job communicating the
opportunities within student government. However, regarding the food services issue, Kjeldgaard has not made any
credible effort at communicating his concerns, or soliciting
opinions from the dorm community or organizations such as
RHA, the element of his constituency directly affected by the
issue.
The final area that Kjeldgaard needs to address lies directly
within the realm of leadership. Instead of taking the initiative
within the student committee to consolidate the group's
efforts and afford it a credible outlet for voicing their concerns, he allowed the committee to temporarily flounder. In
his position as represenative of all the students, he could have
headed up the committee and kept each member updated about
the status of the issue or delegated cenain areas of responsibility to each member, thus making the work of the group more
productive.
Fortunately, other members of the committee took the
individual initiative to research certain aspects of the issue.
However, the student committee could have been, and still
COUto be a much more effective representative group, if our
ASUOP President will open his lines of communication and
assume the position reflective of his title.

Willful unconcern
A Dartmouth College student recently admitted, "It does
seem ironic that we seem to feel that the people who are
marching for one side or another of an issue don't understand
things as well as those of us who stand aside watching."
Around the country, college students at many universities are
becoming more and more informed and active in social
protest. But here at Pacific, things have only remained the
same. Those who have been here a while will remember the
anti-abortion rally and the demonstration in the McCaffrey
Center to protest the U.S. bombing of Libya. More recently,
posters protesting U.S. involvement in Nicaragua were removed from the Center because they were not sponsored by
any registered organization. Not everyone agreed with these
social actions, but this is about it when it comes to any son of
political demonstration here on campus. True, we have gotten
upset and reacted to things like the announcement of mass
grad.uauon. last year and the possible contracting of dining
services th1s year. But when it comes to reacting to national or
global issues, we simply don't seem to care. We are probably
not any less informed or any less intelligent than other
u~iversity st~dents, noris it likely that everyone at UOP agrees
With everythmg that happens in the world today. Instead, we
seem to have chosen to ignore what is happening in the world
~ou.nd us and focu~ instead on our little narrow reality. Why
tsthts?Doweusociateactivistswithatypeof'60'sthrowback
-- so~eone who wears black, smokes marijuana, and is overIy
emotlonal? N~, it seems we ~Jieve that the only acceptabie
dreams are pnvate ones. Until we make a choice to make
ours~lves get involved and give our generation a voice, we will
co.ntmue to worry only about money, graduating, and getting
a JO~. And while that is enough for some, many of us are
wastmg t?e chanc~ to do so much more for our global society.
Ou~ ~onunued w1llful unconcern will result in irrevocable
declSlons' that will effect all of us. If we don't stand up and help
to. shape o~r world's destiny, then we can't complain when
t~mgs d~n t turn out the way we think they should. And once
history 1s made, it can't be changed.

More sticker shock

P&ifican

Dear Editor:
I would like to add to Christine Craigie's letter last week in The
Pacifican. Unlike her, I was a victim of Public Safety's eleventh
commandment concerning the attachment of the parking permit.
Like her I taped the permit inside my rear window to avoid
having to blowtorch my bumper just to remove the sticker. So
you ask, "Why don't you just buy a window sticker?" I like my
rear window defroster intact, thank you.
If there's a shortage of Public Safety staff, where do they find
the time to give out tickets for an "improperly displayed permit?"
Hey, at least I have a permit, why pick on me? Anyway, while
Public Safety is giving out these tickets, how many thefts are
occurring on campus during these minor distractions? It makes
you wonder why so many bikes are stolen.
The day I received my ticket, numerous other cars behind John
Ballantyne also received tickets. If there is anybody that feels as
strongly about this as I do, please respond. In the meantime, save
money and park off campus, even if you have a valid permit.

Benson H. Wong

Public Safety responds

Chris Craigie
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Dear Editor:
I rarely find it necessary to take the time to write a response to
articles appearing in The Pacifican. However, I felt that to attack
the Public Safety Department, as was done in the last issue, is
quite unfair, especially when the author of that article did not
have all the facts. I have since met with the author who now states
she has a different perception of the "parking decal" program.
But for the benefit of readers who don't have the facts, !feel this
response is necessary.
Each year, ifproblems with the parking program are recognized
an attempt is made to immediately resolve the problem or
implement appropriate changes. Even though Public Safety is
involved in this process, the final authority for decal design rests
elsewhere. Public Safety mainly offers suggestions and advice
related to enforcement concerns.
The suggestion of a parking decal which could be suspended
from an automobile's inside rear view mirror was offered two
years ago. Mr. Jerry Zedlitz of the University Finance Department took this suggestion under consideration and for a number
of good reasons determined that this would not ge practical.
Other campuses have experienced numerous problems with the
hanging permit, none the least of which was the fact that many
are stolen, misplaced, or abused. Given these considerations, it
was generally felt that many problems could be avoided by
utilizing stickers which were permanently affixed to the vehicle.
Any parking program, no matter how well planned, will have
its problems or shortcomings. Public Safety, when possible, will
try to keep these to a minimum.
Since there has been growing demand for window decals in the
past, an equal number of these were purchased this year as were
bumper decals. Therefore, students and University employees
have a choice. The University parking regulations clearly state
as follows: "All motor vehicles parked on University property
must either have a properly authorized temporary parking permit, which is displayed according to instructions on the permit,
or a valid annual parking decal sticker which is permanently
affixed to the vehicle according to the placement instructions
which appear on the parking decal sticker." Thus, the temporary
placement of decals on vehicles with tape is a clear violation of
parking regulations.
It is indeed unfortunate that on occasion, people do receive
citations. Public Safety of course would prefer that all comply
with the University Parking Regulations. However, past experience has shown that without enforcement, many will choose to
ignore them.

Jerry L. Houston

Professional Courtesy II
To the Editor:
The article, "Myths live on in modem society," based on an'
interview with me, appeared in the same issue of The Pacifica.nl
as Professor Hauben' s letter on the subject of proper journalist I ~~n~~etoorJIIIJ
practice (Letters, September 22).
Regretfully, I must also express displeasure with the standard
of professional courtesy at The Pacifican. Although I had
expressly told one of the editors that I wanted to see the aniclc
based on my interview before publication, this courtesy was not
extended to me. The reason for the request is obvious in the
article. I did not, for example, say "Athena was the epithet of
Nike," but that Nike was one of the epithets of Athena. Other
similar errors and misleading st.atemehts could have been cOJC m.IIIIII'J:ttre
rected, had I had the opportunity to see the article before lialtil~tims
publication.
Input from all members of the UOP and Stockton community
contribute to a stimulating newspaper. This point ofprofessional "-··-courtesy raised by Professor Hauben and myself is not a faculty
matter; it is a community matter. If The Pacifican observes the
not the only reason
rules of professional journalism, input from all sources will
continue. If not, soon people will hesitate before talking to any I ' T ' - - - - - --1
member of The Pacifican staff, either informally or in an
interview.
I admire the variety of anicles and contributors to The Pacifican
and would like to see it continue and even increase. I hope the
unfortunate experiences of Professor Hauben and myself will
serve not as negative criticism, but rather as reminders to to the
staff to correct what I trust was a temporary lapse.

Dr. Lynn H. Kraynak
AssJ. Professor
Classics Department
John R. Ar
Editorial
"By doubting we come to inquire and by inquire we perceive
the truth."

,Pac·

Peter Abelard

Public Safety Lieutenant
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at causes property crime?
steal. Many criminologists recognize
Not all thieves are addicts however.
that a substantial amount of property There are many people who find
crime occurs because of opportunity. stealing a better way to make money,
Some people, especially young kids, or at least a good way to supplement
may steal simply because an oppor- their incomes. I should note that
1tunity presents itself. An unlocked poverty -- stealing to feed the family
car with the keys in the ignition pres- and pay the rent -- is not an explanacountry ents a temptation to many young tion for crime. Thieves don't stealfor
world. Happily, California people looking for something to do.
those types of reasons.
not rate as the most crime- So does an unlocked window or biThere are many other theories in
state. That honor goes, of cycle.
criminology which try to account for
to Florida and Arizona. Even
Another factor to consider when the high volume of crime in America.
for all its reputation, trails discussing crime rates involves the We are surprised to discover that our
areas as San Diego, San Fran- number of motivated offenders. society is behind most ofthe industriLos Angeles, and even Fresno Even though there is plenty of loot to alized world in the way we care for
property crime rates (property be had, only a small fraction of the our citizens. Whole segments of our
, is classified as burglary, auto population actu~lly tries to steal it. population have no jobs, and worse
and larceny). Nonetheless, we Even among convicted offenders, a yet-- no job prospects. These people
LMV(;Il "'Jo" rate of property crime.
small fraction account for the major- have little stake in conformity. They
our society suffer from this ity of crimes.
stand to gain little by behaving and
crime? There are several piauWhy do we have so many high rate don't lose much if they violate the
answers.
offenders? One obvious answer is law. Americans are more mobile
pays. The chance that a given drugs. Most drug money comes from than other societies as well. Go to
will end in an arrest and legitimate sources or drug sales, but Europe and you will find stable
is minute. National law many drug dependent offenders also neighborhoods in which people live
L.ron~emem statistics show over 11
finance their habits via theft and together for years. This stability
property crimes reported to burglary. An addict with a $100 a day lowers crime rates.
police in a recent year. Perhaps habit (this is a low estimate for
I'll close with a final idea. Some
times that number actually oc- compulsive users of heroine or co- believe Americans are more acquisibut went unreported. During caine) would have to steal about$500 tive (read "greedy") than people
same year, fewer than two mil- worthofproperty to earn the$100for from other industrialized countries.
arrests were made for property drugs because fences never provide Perhaps we focus too much on matecrimes. Still fewer of those full market value for stolen property rial wealth to the exclusion of other
resulted in an actual convic- provided by thieves. Multiply this values (lifestyles, our environment,
the perpetrators. I'm not rec- $500 in property loss by the number family, etc.). If, as some believe, this
mnroending crime as a career, but it of days the addict stays on his (not greed is particularly American, our
his/her, women usually finance their high crime rate may be merely one
Geasy to understand how a motirttedperson mightseelittlereason to habits via prostitution) "run" ofdaily manifestation of the American acuse and in about one year an active quisitive spirit. Perhaps we are get~frain from engaging in criminal
addict could steal over $180,000 ting the crime we deserve.
tt~~avior.
Crime pays especialfy well on the worth of property.
campus. Students are trusting
.115l:II!C•I1t"'"• it seems. Strangers in their
go unchallenged. They
valuable property in their cars
stereos), often unprotected,
for the picking by thieves who
out in a matter of minutes,
RelllltrticaJCDsell them to the highest bidder.
~blx~tiiuan:av.S-_.~ w~~:~•~•·vv bicycles can af~o be had
by a skilled thief, as many
and staff have discovered.
1'Dere are plenty of other valuable
IIBI~~otni!CIIIls to be stolen here as well, a fact
••••llllfllll~~ev~ve quite 4'\V~ of, Potenlil victims can reduce the profit
l'llilable to the thief by marking
valuables (license number is the best
lllelhod) and making access difficult
Wt.trtdllJIII~kdoors and windows) whenever
(X)SSible.
tilt Profit is not the only reason people
Last year's opinion page provided students, faculty and staff with an oppor-

In last weeks Pacific Talks the
names of Craig Guadagnolo and
Rick Baldwin were inadvertently
switched when positioned above
their pictures. I apologize for any
inconvenience that this has
caused.

John R. Arvizu
Editorial Editor

Public Safety

•

IS

here to

5

~elp

ever, officers at private colleges and frrsttwo weeks of this academic year,
universities in California have yet to many thefts were reported. Many
Director of Public Safety
be granted such full and direct au- others went unreported. Students
thority through state legislation.
moving into residence halls on camAs an integral part of the University
In 1983 it became possible for our pus were extremely careless about
of the Pacific community, the Depart- officers to obtain such authority propping open external building
ment of Public Safety has as its pri- through a special agreement with the doors. They were also careless in not
mary responsibility the protection of City of Stockton. The memorandum locking their individual room doors.
life and property on campus. As di- of understanding between the univer- Many students were leaving their
rector of the department, I also feel
sity and the city now grants our offi- automobiles unlocked and were failthat our main overall objective cers the equivalent authority to pro- ing to properly secure their bicycles.
tect our campus as has been allowed Suspicious people roaming about
should be that of fostering and propublic
college and university officers buildings and grounds of the univermoting the ultimate mission of the
in
our
state for many years. This sity were observed by students, but
university, which is basically a commemorandum
of understanding also rarely was anyone taking the time to
mitment to educate men and women
requires
that
our
university police call Public Safety to report such incito lead socially acceptable, useful,
officers achieve and maintain the dents.
and productive lives.
As a result, our community made it
In my opinion a campus Public same high standards of training as is
required of any public police officer extremely convenient for criminals
Safety Department can best accomplish this task by directing its efforts in the state. As a result our officers to take advantage of us all. Most
are now better prepared to deal with crimes committed on campus are
toward the establishment and mainthe many challenges they encounter crimes of opportunity. Faced with
tenance of an atmosphere on campus
which allows everyone a total and daily in our community. They re- this problem, the Public Safety Deceive their training at the same state pattment launched a campaign to
positive academic experience-- an
atmosphere that encourages, and al- police training academies as any alert the community of the problems
lC\ws, the maximum academic, per- other police officer in the state and we were experiencing. Our officers
sonal and social development ofeach
are granted the authority to exercise gave crime prevention talks before
of its community members, and one
the same arrest powers of any police various community groups and orofficer in California. Of all the inde- ganizations. Crime alert bulletins
that is as free as possible of fear for
pendent institutions of higher educa- were issued, and the department's
personal safety and security. In suption in California, only Stanford and weekly crime summary bulletin
port of this stated objective, the dethe University of the Pacific cur- emphasized the problems we were
partment officially recognizes its
experiencing. Officers were asrently have such an arrangement.
mission as being to provide the ultiWhile the university has done much signed special overtime patrol funcmate possible in protection, safety,
to improve public safety services on tions and students were enlisted io
and security to the university, its
our campus, the fact remains that assist in special crime watch prostudents, faculty, staff, and visitors.
each of us must bear the ultimate grams.
In our continuous effort to provide
As a result, students ~gan to reresponsibility for our own personal
the best in security services to the
spond.
Many started locking 'their
community, the Department of Pubsafety and security. The Department
doors
and
s~uring their personal
of Public Safety recognizes that
lic Safety has undergone many
property.
Students
also began calling
changes over the past ten years. In crime prevention is much more intPublic
Safety
•
when
they observed
1
1979 the university made a major portant than the apprehension of law
suspicious
activities
or
people about
violators.
We
would
much
prefer
to
commitment to improving campus
campus.
Public
Safety
responded
by
prevent
someone
from
becoming·
a
safety and security. This commitment brought with it increased budg- victim than to have to respond to a checking out many people who
etary support as well as an ac- situation which has already oc- somehow appeared out of pl:ice. In
knowledgement that the university curred. However, no matter how well the first ten days of this semester our
could do more to enhance its aca- trained and prepared a campus police officers arrested seven people who
demic environment by upgrading operation is, the fact remains that in- were caught in the act of committing
officer selection and training stan- dividuals in the community are the crimes on our campus and identified
most important element of any suc- another person who has been stealing
dards.
bicycles. Most of these arrests were
Since education is the basis for the cessful crime prevention program.
Successful crime prevention re- made possible by concerned commuuniversity's being in the flrst place, it
.seemed only logical that greater quires the help of everyone. The nity members calling the Public
Dep;n;tm~nt of Public Safety can be Safety Office to report suspicious
emphasis should be placed on educating those who would be selected successful only if our community circumstances.
Since the last arrest, on Sept. 3, the
cooperates in its crime prevention
to oversee the institution's security
department
ha~ only received one
efforts. If a community member
efforts. Officer candidates for dereported
bicycle
theft. This is an
observes something suspicious but
partment vacancies were reviewed
example
of
how
effective
commuwith this consideration in mind and doesn't take the time to call it in, or
nity
involvement
can
be.
Prior
to that
currently employed staff were en- if a victim fails, or refuses, to report
date,
our
campus
had
experienced
an incident of crime to the police, we
touraged to continue their formal
the largest number of bicycle thefts
education. As a result, a majority of all may ultimately pay the price. If a
ever
in such a short period of time (29
tunity to expound their opinions on a variety of topics. This year we plan to the department's officers have now community member fails to secure
bikes
stolen in ten days as compared
continue the tradition. The requirements for submission of material is as obtained college or university de- his property, fails to take common
51
bikes
reported st'llen all oflast
to
sense
security
precautions,
or
caregrees and the others are presently
follows:
year).
Dramatic
decreases in other
lessly
exposes
himself
or
others
to
working toward this goal or are inon
campus
have also been
crimes
and
security
risks
by
propping
safety
1. Please limit any submission to a maximum of 1500 words.
volved in graduate degree programs.
evidenced.
open
doors
to
campus
residential
or
Ofa total compliment of ten commisMuch has been done over the years
2. All submissions must be typed and double-spaced. No hand written ' sioned officers, the department pres- classroom facilities, we again may
to
enhance the academic experiences
ultimately
pay
the
price.
S~fety
and
ently boasts six undergraduate desubmissions will be accepted.
of
the men and women atouruniversecurity is really the individual and
grees and three graduate degrees.
sity.
ThoseofusinPublicSafetyfeel
3. Topics should be of a timely nature and relevant to the university
In 1983, a major improvement oc- collective responsibility of us all.
we
have played an importantrole
that
curred when the University con- Too often over the last ten years, I
community.
in
this
and we are committed to
cluded a long sought memorandum have been witness to the agony and
continuing
these efforts. If we all
4. The Editorial Editor reserves the right to edit any submission for clarity or of understanding with the City of disappointment of students, and ofwork
together
we will maintain the
length, without changing the original intent of the document should it be Stockton which granted peace offi- ten their parents. Most of these situUOP
tradition
of having one of the
cer authority to our campus officers. ations could have easily been
published.
best
academic
environments
of any
5. All submissions for publication must be in by Friday at noon
Similar powers and authority had avoided had simple precautions been
in
the
country.
If
there
is
anything
we
unless arrangements have been made with the Editori~ Editor t? th~ contr:rrr. long ago been granted to officers at taken to prevent a crime or avoid
can
do
to
make
your
experiences
at
Opinion page submissions can be sent ~o the Pactfican,Edttorial Editor, public colleges and universities becoming a victim.
Pacific
more
rewarding,
please
do
Recently a serious crime problem
Campus Mail, or University of the Pacific, Stockton, Ca. 95211. Phone throughout our state, as well as nearly
swept
our community. During the not hesitate to lel us know.
in
the
nation.
Howevery
other
state
number: 946-2114

Pacific Talks ...
Sheila Grudem
Senior
International Relations

"I feel fairly safe during the day. I
don't have to worry about having my
backpack taken if/ set it down next to
me. However, at night it's a different
story."

Hope Young
Senior
Music

"/feel very safe. [You have to] be
smart, walkwithothers [and] just use
your head. Be aware ofthe blue light
phone locations."

Norm Askew

How safe do you feel on campus?
Greg Cowley
Freshman

"[Ifeel}fairly safe. You hear a lot of
stories about other people coming on
campus but it doesn't bother me. I
haven't seen anything bad happen
yet."

Ron King
Senior
Computer EnJti,neeriDJ~

"Fairly safe. I walk around the levee
without any problems. However, I
don't see security around that much,
if they were more visible it would
help."

Christy Barker
Freshman

"In the daytime it's safe.I don 'twalk
around at night by myself"

the paclflcan
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BEYOND WAR

SPOTLIGHT
Editor's Note: The purpose of this
corner is to highlight a variety of
opinions held by UOP students concerning our world community. More
importantly, the format is meant to
encourage everyone to self-exami~~e
their own rational and instinct on
thought-provocing topics. Ask your.
selves these same questions and
challange yourself to understand
others.

comes to UOP

Students help build a world beyond war.

'
POLffiCS
TOKYO • Crown Prince
, Akihito of Japan is expected to
: take bis father's responsibilities
over soon. Japanese Emporer
Hirohito is having health problems and his doctors have him
under careful surveillance. The
Emporer is the world's longestreigning monarch. Japan's Cabinet will shift Hirihito•s state re. sponsibilities to his son at their
next meeting.

!

ISRAEL • Monday's launching
of a satellite brings Israel into
the space club. Their fllSt satellite
in orbit reportedly carries, along
with scientific instruments, a
small experimental surveillance
package. Israel's military believes
it can't get enough U.S. satallitegathered information for its needs.
Israel also is understood to
possesss nuclear weapons.
BUSINESS
WASHINGTON • The U.S.Canada Free Trade Agreement
was passed by Congress but is on
• bold in Canada. The agreement,
signed by President Reagan and
Canadian Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney, provides for, among
• other things; elimination _of all
• tariffs between the two countries
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LONDON - Plans to unify the
European EcOnomic Community by 1991 continue, despite
amoke from England's Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher.
Thatcher's remarks pointed to a
concern that a European superIrate, dominating countries like
Britian ' II · Brussels, might
erode the identity and sovereignty
of each member state. Her comments, d.issapointing to some
leaders like Leo Tindemans, foreigli minister to P•%1•. did not
surprise everyone. The future
European Community, a vision of
a family of nations Thatcher
shares also, is repeatedly being
challanged by those in Europe
who fear loss of their own customs, traditions, and identity at
the hands of unification.
SCIENCE
uNITED STATES • Energy
Analyst Arthur H. Rosenfeld
links energy efficiency with
environmental protection. According to Rosenfeld, an improvement of 1 mile per gallon in the
U.S. automobile fleet would save
the equivalent of 200,000 barrels
of oil per day. This represents
roughly the estimated production
rate from drilling proposed in the
environmentally
sensitive
Georges Bank fishing grounds off
the eastern U.S. The retail cost to
achieve this improvement is estimated at $4 per new car, as reported in Science News, May 7,

"If we assume thlllife is worth living and that
me'l has a right to survival, then we must find
an alternative to war." -Martin Luther King,

Jr.

Robert Gale
Staff Writer

The basic premise of the organization Deyond War is that war is obsolete. Because our weapons now have
the capacity to destroy the world
many times over, they feel that war is
no longer a viable way of resolving
international conficts.
Since it was founded in 1982, Beyond War has grown from about60 or
70 people in Los Angeles and Palo
Alto to over 8,000 active supporters
in 35 states and several foreign countries. This includes 400 men and
women who work as full-time volunteers. The newsletter "On Beyond
War" reaches over 20,000 homes.
About 50 people are actively involved in the Stockton Beyond War
group, which is assisting the new
UOP group. Terry and Howard Crane
function as facilitators of the Stockton group and host the monthly
meetings in their home.
Beyond War volunteers believe that
the best way to avoid war is through
education. "We really believe that
education is the best action," says
Terry Crane. ''We're looking for
long-term solutions. We are not looking for Band-Aids."
Beyond War hopes to eliminate war
by educating people about the root
causes of war. "What causes war,"
says Howard Crane, "is not weapons.
War is caused by our lack of education, lack of medical care, poverty,
bunpr...all those things.·•·
In addition to its newsletter, Beyond War produces a variety of education material, including audio and
video tapes, to convey its messagJ.

It also recognizes leaders in the
cause of peace by presenting an
annual award. Last year's Beyond
War Award w.as presented to the
Peace Corps on behalf of its 120,000
current and past members.
But the primary purpose of Beyond
War volunteers is to communicate
their message to other people. They
believe that individuals can make a
difference in ending war.
The tools they use to build a world
beyond war include a set of guiding
principles:
-I will resolve conflict
-I will not use violence.
-I will not preoccupy myself with an
enemy.
-I will maintain a spirit of goodwill.
Beyond War volunteers try to apply
these principles to their everyday
lives through dialogue and letters.
For them, every conversation or correspondence is an opportunity to
promote their way of thinking.
The Beyond War philosophy affects not only what they say, but how
they say it. "When we talk about
environmental issues," says Terry
Crane, "we're not going to go to war
over them. We're going to talk about
them and take action, but not in a way
that creates more violence."
For this reason, Beyond War is not
known for the same sort of vocal
protesting usually associated with
other peace and environmental organizations. "When you take a side
like that," says Terry Crane, "there is
an enemy situation, and then everyone shuts their ears. We're a group
that looks to bridging communication."
One way that Beyond War has
worked to improve communication
is by providing ftrsthand information
on Central America to Congress.
After a tour of Central America in
the spring of 1987, twelve Beyond
War volunteers compiled a report on
their ftndings and presented it per-

sonally to over "300 senators and
congressmen.
To their surprise, they were welcomed warmly by hawks and doves
alike. They also found that their letters were taken seriously.
"Again and again it was conftrrned
how much the letters matter," says
Terry Crane. She tells of one congressman who had to vote on a foreignrelationsissuebutonlyhadthree
letters on the subject. "He voted
according to the letters."
The essense of Beyond War is personal involvement There is no
membership. · 1bere are no dues.
Sixty-onepercent of its $2.1 million
annual budget comes from individual contributions.
Terry Crane is a full-time volunteer.
Howard Crane is an accountant so he
focuses on fund raising. Dr. Briscoe
spent his sabbatical last fall working
as a volunteer.
"People give what they can give,"
says Howard Crane.
..But once they get involved," adds
Terry Crane, "they fmd they have a
lot more time than they thought."

IFFP unites foreign
students with families
The International Friendship Family Program (IFFP), sponsored by the
Offtce of International Services and
Orange Aide, is seeking university
families and foreign students who
would enjoy forming lasting friendships while learning about another
culture. IFFP pairs individual students with families and facilitates the
friendship process by sponsoring
group activities such as cookouts,
potluck din ters or trips to local attractions.' lhile Friendship Families

are expected to invite their students
to their homes once a semester and
participate in the group activities,
additional meetings between the student and the family are encouraged.
The program offers foreign students
and opportunity to become acquainted with family life in the
United States and enables Americans
to become better acquainted with
other cultures. For more information
contact Barbara Nordeen or Mary
Ann Gomez at 946-2246.

Beyond War volunteers will be
conducting an orientation session on ..
campus this Tuesday for students
interested in the Beyond War movement. The session will begin at 7:00
p.m. at WPC 119.
The orientation session is designed
to introduce newcomers to the Beyond War way of thinking.
Under the supervision ofPolitical
Science Professor Jerry Briscoe, the
recently formed UOP Beyond War
group will also be sponsoring a series
of lectures dealing with global conflict. Dr. Gerald Hewitt will kick off
the series Oct. 12 with a lecture entitled "Iran/Iraq: Does the End ofthe
War Mean Peace.~ T.lte lecture will
be at 7:00 p.m. In George Wilson
.o .
Hall.

The word perestroika, in its common usage today by Gorbechev and the
press, is a desire ..to restructure, to eliminate the stagnation of the state
and lackadaisical situation of the citizenry, economic~y it means to
decentralize, politicall-1 it means to demOcratize." - Dr. Paul Karpuk,
Professor of Russian •
This week the spotlight is on Eiji Uejima, originally from Tokyo but
living for the last six years in California. He is a Junior majoring in
Business at SBPA.
Question: WHAT DOES PERESTROIKA MEAN FOR THE
SOVIETS?
Response: For Soviets, I think there is confusion (about perestroika).
What Gorbechev promised is to have some change and reform and get rid
of inefficiency, that's the way I understand it anyway. Although
Gorbechev started trying things it hasn't really affected the bottom
level...prices are still high. And that's why people start wondering.
Perestroika is a good reform aimed at the future, their complaining now
because they don't see the...(results in) better quality or more quantity.
I think the Soviets welcome the change, lt'a.a JOOd start. After a11,1it'•
only been three years.
Q: WHAT DOES PERESTROIKA MEAN FOR AME~CANS1
R: It's not necessarily perstroika,
for America. Look at the world today. how peaceful it iB compai'ib
with 8 years ago). I give all the recognition to Gorbechev, he has
(represented) change. Reagan claims success from the nuclear arms
treaty, but Gorbechev mentioned it and made it possible to sit down atthe
table. If that is part of perestroika, I think it is great
Q: DO YOU BELIEVE PERESTROIKA IS FOR REAL?
R: I think it's for real. Gorbechev is an intellegent guy, he has motivation.
A few years ago he had maybe a 50-50 chance of keeping his positi011
(against the opposition), I think he has taken control now. Wehavetogive
(the Soviets) more time. Especially because it is such a closed society k
is really hard to have that much change in a few years.
Q: HOW SHOULD WE REACT TO PERESTROIKA?
R: Por Arntncan.s it is realty bard to qybow .we lboukl teael We.,_
.;elco~eiL Ever sinceOotbechevp~bispmwaib--:-thin,J haw
gotten better. Now they have started opening up~ ID41biteanhelp. from
a businessman's point of view Ws Jood ~ oppotiUDity.
I don't think-perestroika means they~ &oilll

._.__.Ill

SPOTLIGHL

Womenofthe
World start
year fresh
Women Of The World is taking a
new turn this year. JoAnne Battles, at
the Office of International Services
in the Bechtel International Center,
and an Advisory Committee will be
planning mini-lectures and informal
discussions concerning the various
roles and issues of interest to women
around the world. If you have any
specific topics you would like discussed, please feel free to contact
JoAnne in the Bechtel International
Center at 946-2246

FREE

FREE 6·PAK OF COCA-COLA
WITH ANY TO·GO lA" MEDIUM OR

OR
PITCHER O F COCA-COLA WITH ANY IN HOUSE
1A" MEDIUM OR LARGER ..IZZA
OOOOo-..YA1:

'"-~ w.•&RCH ~· .
4'17-1124

H!)T W'l> wnH AH'f OTHfl _...._,. _

··········~··~····1··1···
FAMILY
SPECIAL.

$1095

~lARGE 16" CHEESE

PIZZA PLUS
ONE ITEM.

Plua. Toa

1222 Monaco Ct. Suite 8 • Stockton, Ca 95207

•Cu~tom
T-Sh~rts,

ALSO _INCLUDES
A PITCHER OF SOD~

'/8'~o:t

GOooONlY AT:

Silk Screening

1~17 W. M-IlCH lANI
477~tM

Tank Tops, Sweats, Caps, Visors, etc.
(and a s alwa ys, next quantity pric ing!) .

ALL YOU CAN EAT

•Specialty Imprinted Items
Cups, Mugs, Pens, Gifts, Jewelry, etc.

. LUNCH BUFFET

:
~~~~ETTI
$339
• SOUP

1988.
THE ARTS
LONDON • The int'l organization Greenpeace is raising
awareness or environmental issues In the SovietUnion through
music. Soviet youth are to be the
main targetoftheirnewlyreleased
album titled "Greenpeace-Break_
through". Twenty-four leading
rock musicians, including Sting,
U2, Sade, Bruce Hornsby and the
Range, and Talking Heads are
donating some of their hits f~r the
double album. The music selection was picked to convey the
message of environmental concern and provide the soviet audience with the latest in western
rock. International release of the
album is scheduled for January.

IIEPECT POfiKA

.

• SALAD BAR
• GARLIC TOAST

GOOD ONI.Y Al :

1217 W. MAICH LANI

477-2614

NOT VAll> WitH AH'f OTHEI --·-"'.,.._

. s1·.oo OFF

ANY 14" MEDIUM OR 16" LARGE -·· ... -

e.s2.00 OFF .
1217 ~':~:LANE

477.26U

_ HOT VAUD WITH Nl'f Em8 OfiHS

······~··········

•

ANY 24 " FAMILY OR

26" PARTY PI

GOOD ONLY At:

1217 W. MARCH LANE

477-2624

· NOT VALID W1JH ANY OTHEI
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SPOTLIGHT

(continuedfrompage 6)
1 don't think Americans, the Japanese or Westerners can react to
perestroika. It is aimed domestically.
·
fNe) can react to Gorbechev who is doing a great job internationally. He
chan?e~ the Soviets attitude. What Soviet leader has ever talked about
baJUlm& all nuclear weapons l?Y the_year 200? Thats a change in attitude.
otherwise, they have their own pace and that•s how they will deal with
perestroika.
sunday. September 25, 1988
NORTH CAROLINA- Remarks by presidential candidate George Bush
durin& the televised debates.
Reg~ding pe~stro~ka •."we should welcome it.. .keep our eyes open ...be
cauuous. The Jury IS Still out on this perestroika...(let•s watch to see) if
theY can pull it off...

OVie makes case
or Animal Rights
'\.

GoRILLAS
THE MIST

"Gorillas in the Mist••. a newly releaSed movie. centers on the life of

.._... .

Dian Fossey. an American naturalist
who dedicated her life to saving the
mountain gorillas ofRwanda. Fossey
was found brutally murdered in 1986
..-- -. ather isolated camp in the mountains
ofthis small central-African country.
Since 1967. Fossey practiced what
JIXl.Uiihlot._ ..,._• ••• she called "active conservation•• to
stop the extinction of Mountain
Gorillas. the closest known primate
to man in existance. Her biggest
.~a•malnltift obstacle in her work. were poachers;
gorilla hunters who captured and
killed
the harmless gorillas for tro"...
tarcllldl!ttUpbies and to sell in the black market.
Sbe also came to head with tourists
.t villllen. whom she considered
inttUders to the gorillas natural envilllllmenL
Her methods became controversial
~,n • •

in the 70s when her passion to save
the gorillas turned to obsession.
Associates say she shot at people.
including journalists, killed
villager•s cattle, and threatened
poachers. In one instance. she reportedly abducted the child of a local
women suspected of stealing a baby
gorilla and then offered to exchange
hostages.
Signourney Weaver. who portrays
the late Fossey, traveled with a falm
crew to the Rwanda camp site where
Fossey lived out the last 19 years of
her life. Ironically, it•s Fossey •s death
that has prompted the making of
"Gorillas in the Mist.. and greatly
boosted public awareness of this
threatened species.

Thisweeks' WorldonWednesday,a
lecture/luncheon series held in the
Bechtel International Center, will
feature Lorna Aness, a graduate student ofBiology at UOP who recently
spent a year in Rwanda. Her topic
"Animal Conservation in Rwanda"
will explore the country's population, agriculture, andpolitics in relation to the extinction ofthe mountain
gorilla.

ASUOP Travel
·helps you go far
Guest Writer
ODd

Howard Moseley

"At the McCaffrey University
Center. on the ground floor, to the left
side of the game room and across
from the bookstore" is how Gaylynne
Castleberry, ASUOP travel agent,
describes the new location of UOP
travel headquarters.
The location is changed from last
year, but "service•• remains a high
priority. Open a total of 24 business
hours a week, Travel hopes to maintain an open door policy as best they
can.
The Travel office is one of
ASUOP's main service branches.
Other services include the Annex.
student store. Graphics and Concerts
to name some. Adrianne Stewart,
assistant manager last year, is Travel
service manager this year. Her two
agents are Julie Rapp, a senior with
long standing on the Travel staff, and
Gaylynne Castleberry, a sophmore
working in the office for the first
year.
ASUOP Travel is there for all. Most
of the work involves making arrangements for home-bound holiday students. Those who will be traveling to
foreign countries as part of UOP
overseas programs are encouraged to
take advantage of the office as well.
Foreign students will find it helpfull
as well.
International travelers can find
valuable passport and visa infonnation at the office. American Youth
Hostel membership cards andEurrail
passes are available. The Hostel
program provides over 5,000 locations worldwide where students can

Friday" Saturday-· nam to 11pm

CALL
'

466~3781

HON-ESTl

8aft Orlnka &I Salade
Available

Now
and fresh Honest Pizzas come to your door with the
greatest cl.ease. You get the same fresh t.oppin~. fresh-rolled
crust, spicy sauce and good lean meats. delivered in Round
1able's own heat-holding container.

~-----------------

2 Liters

Free

OF SOFf DRINK WITH ANY LARGE PIZZA DELIVERED
Limited delivery area. Drivers carry limited cash.

CALL 4HSN6 :-E3781
S T1

OFFER GOOD mRU OCT. 31, 1988
Only at: 2405 Pacific Avenue
(at Central)

THURSDAY: 29
- Spanish conversation table
casual, during lunch
Noon, Elb. Covell Dining Hall
call Dr. Dash, 2818

lnt'l Editor

Oellwly Houn:
Sunday thru Thuraday- 11am to 10pm

.....
Free

INT'L
CALENDA

SATURDAY: 1
- Film series on El Salvador
sponsored by: Latin America
Support Committee
7:30p.m., call948-3302

Michael Clemons

Round Table Pizza.

.....-.,

I "

Only one coupon per order, please.

~~~RoundTable Pizza.·

SUNDAY:2
- Mahatma Ghandi' s Birthday
- International Food Faire
entertainment, prizes, food
benefiting: Stockton Shelter
for the Homeless
Noon, Civic Auditorium
WEDNESDAY: 5
-World on Wednesday Lecture
"Animal Conservation in
Rwanda"
by Lorna Aness, Biology DpL
Noon, Bechtel Jnt•l Center

FOREIGN
FOODS
a cross-cultural
experience here in the area
Castleberry makes it clear that they
find inexpensive accomodations and
are
here so "students can (make
the Eurrail travel system provides
travel.
arrangements) ahead of time
Americans with reduced rates when
and
get
the best price." When the
using European trains.
Castleberry points out that the office is given sufficient advance
Bechtel International Center has an notification of travel plans. the comextensive library of information mon practice is to take the time to
concerning international travel, search for the cheapest fare.
She encourages students who know
schooling, and summer jobs that
compliments the travel agencies they will be traveling soon, and those
with destinations in far away counservices well.
ASUOP Travel makes an effort to tries next semester or school year. to
provide the student, faculty, and stop in early so agents can start keepsurrounding community with assis- ing a watch for travel specials.
tance in their travel needs. CastleSome of the ideas in the making at
berry cites convenience, full service,
and a relaxed atmosphere as the prin- the Travel office include holiday
ciple incentives for students to ap- cruises. Depending on swdent interproach the office. "There's really no est, Travel hopes to book a group of
reason to go anywhere else,.. she UOP students on a Norwegian Cruise
Line trip to Ensanada.
elaborates.

Region/Country: ASIAN
HONG KONG DELI
4343 Pacific Ave., 957-7701
pricerange:$2~$6

hint: take out food within
walking distance of UOP
Region/Country: MEXICAN
MIGUEI.OS
7555 Pacific Ave.• 951-1931
2328 Pacific Ave., 943-5531
price range: $5-10
hint: everything made fresh
Regio~untry: GERMAN
PETA•s GASTHAUS
445 W. Weber, 941-8605
price range: $5-14
hint: Sauerbraten (a typical
meat dish) recommended
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Open mouth, insert foot:
It happens to everyone
Who hasn't spied that certain person across the room, found a ·
Feature Editor
professor's lecture a little dry, and
Editor's note: This column was in- started staring? Remember getting
spired by an e"or in last weeKs caught by the object of your gaze and
Pacifican. Jason Kane's name was turning away fast enough to get whipspelled incorrectly (although consis- lash? Or sheepishly grinning and
tently) throughout the entire article. praying that you would become part
I wish to express my apologies and of the desk?
Or the day after that great donn
embarrassment, "No one is safe."
party when everyone, including the
Embarrassing moments...not one. R.A., waS' snickering behind your
among us has gone unscathed by that back? After someone finally told you
uncomfortable feeling. (Anyone what you did, the delayed moment of
who claims to be embarrassment free embarrassment set in and you wished
is lying; he/she is simply better at that you could pass out again ...until
hiding it) In case you're confused as graduation.
Embarrasment is a major cause of
to what qualifies as an embarrassing
situation, answer the following three anxiety in almost any situation. The
winner is of course, public speaking.
questions:
All your worst paranoid fears sur1) Did you wish you were some- face: "I hope I don't forget the
speech, stutter, or worse fall down as
one else, somewhere else, or dead?
the audience roars in gales ofhysteri2) Did you use all your compo- callaughter."
The best thing to do, when caught
sure to laugh it off and ignore your
with your foot in your mouth, is
faux pas, until you were alone?
acknowledge your mistake. Then,
3) Did you wonder, even for a learn to laugh at yourself. The whole
second, "Why me?" as you realized situation may seem unbearable at
that you were turning 12 different first, but laughter makes it easier and
the excitement will die down faster.
shades of red?
An embarrassing situation can beIf you answered "yes" to any of come a weak spot if you cannot acthese, then your situation was proba- cept a mistake. Just keep everything
in perspective, it can happen to anybly a true blue embarrassment
The tales are strange and vark d. one. Besides, you are in well-known
Some of these instances
company. Vice President and 1988
may remind you of someone (per- presidential candidate George Bush
haps even yourself):
told millions of voters that the JapaHow about the poor guy who was nese bombed Pearl Harbor on Sepoggling an attractive young woman? tember 7th. Unfortunately, historiIn his efforts to impress her, he non- ans recorded the date as December
chalantly walked into a pole and fell 7th. Bushmaynothavebeencorrect,
down. No doubt she was impressed, (and no one is right all the time), but
but he was depressed and in pain.
remember to err is human.
Ulrika Gamboa

, People of aii ages were tempted by unique culinary delights at the
Asparagus Festival.

Stressed? Fest!
Ulrika Gamboa
.F~ture Editor

In the "Peanuts" comic strip, Linus
spent many nights waiting in a cold
pumpkin patch for the yearly arrival
of the mysterious Great Pumpkin.
Luckily, San Joaquin County residents and UOP students won't have
to resort to such drastic measures
because Manteca combines produce
and excitement at the annual Pumpkin Faire on Sept. 30 - Oct. 2.
The Faire will feature pumpkins
everywhere and in everything.
Those searching for a new recipe
may want to try a breakfast meal of
pumpkin pancakes and eggs. For
those less adventerous, the more traditional pumpkin pie will be served
as well as pumpkins for cooking and
carving.
Scheduled activities will include a
pumpkin pitching contest, a carnival,
a car show, and live music. TheFaire
is family and community oriented.
"It's a good place to party," said Bob
Sepulveda, acting as a Faire spokesperson. The Faire will be located at
Main and Highway 120 in Manteca
The San Joaquin Valley is filled
with celebration. It is a rich fertile
area, famous for producing ten leading crops in the past six years-- milk,
grapes, tomatoes, eggs, hay, com,
cherrics,almonds, cattle, and asparagus. TheMantecaareaalsoproduces
a great portion of the pumpkins for
California and the United States. In
,the Valley, harvesting and festival
season are continuous. This is especially true of Stockton and the surrounding Valley area.
"We are party people," said
Dorothy Indelicato of Modesto's
Delicato Winery, refering to the
numerous agricultural festivals
which have become as big a part of
the Valley's character as the produce
itself. Many of these celebrations
have been going strong for decades,

..

like the Annual Ripon Almond Festival which is in its 27th year. Others
like the California Prune Festival,
held in Yuba City, are newcomers to
the agricultural fair scene.
People looking for a change from
the bustle of city and university life
can find a "party" going on practically every month of the year. Just a
sampling of events shows that there
are as many festivals as there are
types of produce.
This year's events included the
third annual Asparagus Festival
which is hosted by Stockton's Visitors and Convention Bureau in April.
It, like many of the other festivals,
was established, according to Mary
Jacobson, to promote interest and a
positive image for Stockton, to assist
with funding for community projects, and further the revenue of the
Bureau. The festival helps build
local interest as well as bring in new
people. Highlights included a threemile run, a vintage car show, and
unique Asparagus recipes.
Another local event is the California Dry Bean Festival in Tracy during August In its second year, this
event was set up by the city ofTracy,
the Chamber of Commerce, and the
California Dry Bean Association to
promote the city and the area's produce. One unique part o( th~
festival's attractions was a bean
museum.
Earlier this month, and a little closer
to Stockton, another festival was held
which donated its proceeds to charities. TheDelicato Vineyards Charity
Grape Stomp was begun in 1982 to
benefit local charities, especially
those which are youth-oriented.
They featureds grape stomping, food
and wine, entertainment, and a classic automobile show. The Grape
Stomp is expected to be televised on
the Guiness Book of World Records
Show by Channell3, Oct. 16.
(see FESTIVAL, page 12)

2124 GRANO CANAL BLVD. • STOCKTON, CA o 478-47110
IN FRONT OF THE HILTON HOTEL ·

NOW HIRING • FLEXIBLE HOURS
We serve: Espresso, Cappuccino,
Croissants & Sandwiches

Budding poets invited to
compete for Hawaiian vacation,
.
pnzes
A trip to Hawaii for two is the new
Grand Prize in the·American Poetry
Association's latest poetry contest.
There is also a$1,000 First Prize. In
all,152 poets will win $11,000 worth
of prizes. Contest entry is free.
"Students have been winners in all
our contests," said Robert Nelson,
the publisher for the Association.
"So I urge students to enter now.
Later they may be too busy with
exams."
Poets may send up to five poems, no
more than 20 lines each, with namr

and address on each page to American Poetry Association, Dept. CN74, 250 A Potrero Street, P.O. Box
1803, Santa Cruz, CA 95061.
Poems are judged on originality and
sincerity. Every poem is also considered for publication.
In the last six years, the American
Poetry association has sponsored 27
contests and awarded $10 I ,000 to
2,700 poets.
Poems postmarked by Decembc(r 31
are eligible to win. Prizes will be
awarded by February 28,1989.

, ··o
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ASUOP Annex lends a hand
possible future expansion include
typing/word processing service,
lium balloons for balloon DOiiiQIJe:ttl
and video rentals. All these
would be offered at connJ)CIUbll
prices.
Currently offered for student
are a wide variety of practical
recreational goods -from portable TVs, stereos and
players, to goose-down
bags, tents and cross-country skis.
"A lot of students think that
have to pay for these things",
Margaret Putnam, an Annex
"and they don't. It's included in .........,.nr...ASUOP general fee that you pay
the beginning of the .year." The
items with a cost attached are
CON F.
sleeping bags, which carry a
cleaning fee.
All that a student has to do to
Annex equipment is drop by .... ~..-m1a30
store, at the rear of Anderson
warren van Bro ·
with Pacific Express card in
Faye Spanos Cone
There is a deposit required, vu•• uw1•
refunded ifthe equliP.JJicnt

Don Sherman
Staff Writer

The ASUOP Loan Store is now
known as the ASUOP Annex, and the
name is not the only thing that is
changing. According to ASUOP
General Manager Gillian Murphy,
the reason behind the name change is
to allow for expansion. "We have a
limitation of space, not imagination," said Murphy. The name
"Annex" was chosen to emphasize
the fact that the store is an extension
of the many services that ASUOP
offers to students.
The Annex will soon be implementing new ideas and services available
to the campus community, but will
continue to provide all of the services
of the old Loan Store. Murphy noted
that bids fora dry cleaning serviceare
now being accepted and evaluated,
so as to provide the campus with the
best possible service at a competitive
price. Murphy stated that the dry
cleaning service would be open to all
UOP faculty and staff members, as
well as students. Other ideas for
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•-Earn Commission
• Valuable experience
• Great potential
Call 946-2155 for more information
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Has rock and roll sold out?

On the town

Rock stars today sell everything from cars to colas

CONCERTS
Rhonda Filer
Dead will be performing at the S~oreline Amphitheatre on
September 30; Saturday. October 1; and Sunday, October2. Show
8 p.m. on Friday and Saturday, and 5 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets
reserved and $16.50 lawn.
Ray Vaughan and Double Trouble will be appearing at the Santa
Civic Auditorium on Tuesday, October 4. Tickets are $17.50 in
and the show begins at 7:30 p.m.

G. and Sta~ley Jordan will be in concert on Friday, October 7, at
Theatre m Berkeley. The show begins at 8 p.m. and tickets are
reserved and general.

Loggins will be appearing at the Shoreline Amphitheatre on
......rKJ~~''', October 7. The show begins at 8 p.m. and tickets 8(e $18.50 and
~-.. rn11.Jv lawn.

Pop, with special guest the Jesus and Mary Chain, will be at the
Theatre on Saturday, October 8. Tickets are $18.50 in advance and
show begins at 8 p.m.
with special guest, Slayer, will be in concert at the Cal Expo
LJrAJnphltllteatre on Sunday, October 9. Tickets are $18.50 in advance and
show begins at 7 p.m.

'lllltllloUIMUu""

9

Page will be performing at the Oakland Coliseum on Tuesday,
11. The show begins at 8 p.m. and tickets are $18.50 reserved.

Scorpions will be in concert at the Cow Palace on Friday, October
Tickets are $18.50 in advance and the show begins at 8 p.m.

Entertainment Editor

In the past, rock and roll was about
rebellion; it was anti-establishment
and anti-authority. Today the rock
and roll attitude is being used by the
"establishment" to sell anything and
everything. including cars, colas,
beer, shoes, and shampoo.
· Probably the most well known
advertising campaign using rock
music is Michelob's "The Night
Belongs to Michelob" series. Phil
Collins was the first artist to allow his
music to be used in beer commerciais, as well as personally appearing
in them.
Michelob then recruited Genesis,
Steve Winwood and Eric Clapton.
For Collins, Genesis and Clapton, the
songs used in the commercials were
ones that had been previously written
for their own albums. The most recent commercial however, uses a

song that was written for the ad and
then put on an album. Steve Winwood wrote the song "Don't You
Know What the Night Can Do" specifically for the advertising campaign. To
in with "The Night
Belongs to Michelob" slogan, Winwood wrote the 1yrics so that the word
"night" would be in the title and the
chorus. Winwood then added the
song to his latest album, "Roll With
It."
Beer is not the only drink being
advertised with rock music. Whitney
Houston sings for Diet Coke, while
RobertPlant appears in a commercial
for Coca-Cola that also features his
latest single, "Tall Cool One." Michael Jackson promotes Pepsi and
premiered his song "Bad" in a fourpart commercial for the soft drink.
These artists are not promoting
these products for free. Jackson's
contract with Pepsi was reportedly
worth $5 million. In addition to get-

tie

ting paid for their appearances,
Michelob also supported national
concert tours for Genesis, Collins,
and Winwood.
There are those artists, however,
who refuse to allow their appearances and songs to be used in advertising campaigns. These artists include Bob Dylan, James Taylor, and
John Cougar Mellencamp. Bruce
Sprilagsteen is also among these artisG. He reportedly turned down $12
million for the use of his song "Born
in the U.S.A." in an advertising campaign for Chrysler Corporation.
A few artists have even written
songs about the stars who promote
products. Chrissie Hynde wrote
"How Much Did You Get for Your
Soul?" which was directed at Michael Jackson. The ·song. "This
Note's forYou,"byNeil Young, has
created the most controversy.
The lyrics are a direct attack on rock
stars that appear in advertisements

"Little Shop of
Horrors" to begin

for products. Young sings, "Ain't
singin' for Pepsi, Ain't singin• for
Coke, I don'tsing fornobody,M;.u..._..,
me look like a joke." Earlier this
summer, MTV refused to play the
accompanying video because it satirized several commercials that are
seen on the channel. Finally the video
was shown on the music news program, although it was not added to
MTV's playlist
Some people may feel that artists
such as Michael Jackson, Steve
Winwood, and Eric Clapton have
"sold out." They argue that rock
music has lost its rebelliousness -that rock stars should be on the stage,
not in beer commercials. On the other
hand, if someone like Michael
Jackson gives his $5 million from the
Pepsi contract to charities, isn't
"selling out" worth it?

Bon J ovi leads new
record releases

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Kayvon Kordestani
September 30
Warren van Bronkhorst, violin
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

Staff Writer

8:15p.m.

Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

8:15p.m.

UOP Jazz Ensemble
Homecoming Concert

8:15p.m.

University Symphony Orchestra
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

8:15p.m.

Shirley Dominick, flute
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

8:15p.m.

i
II.

~

The Conservatory of Music will present The Pacific Arts Woodwind
in a Resident Artist Series recital on Tuesday, October 4, at 8:15
in the Faye Spanos Concert Hall. The group consists of Carol van
JllfOrlkhOITSt, flute; Neil Tatman, oboe; William C. Dominick, clairinet;
Nemeth, hom; and Don DaGrade, bassoon. The quintet was
llr~Bllliu~ at the Conservatory of Music in 1970 and has presented
clinics and symposiums throughout the West since that time.
group has also produced a record album which was released by Orion
Records. They will perform works by Carat Nielsen, Eugene Bozza, and
Paul Hindemith.

Admission to all Conservatory concerts is by a $2 scholarship donation;
lludents and children are admitted free of charge.

UCTHEATRE
Showing tonight at the UC Theatre is ''The Secret of My ~~cces~"
Show times are 7 and 9:30p.m. This weekend, ''Wall Street, starnng
Charlie Sheen, will be playing. Show times on Friday and Saturday are
7and 9:30p.m. On Sunday, the movie shows at 2, 7, and 9:30p.m.

JAZZ ON THE WATERFRONT

On October 1 and 2, the San Joaquin Dixieland Jazz Society will present
Jazz on the Waterfront '88. Fifteen bands will be performing at five
locations throughout StoCkton. Two-day passes are $30, Saturday events
~cs are $20, and Sunday events passes are $10. For more information

l

~
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James Tysinger and Danelle Fink as Seymour and Audrey

The Department of Drama and
Dance is pleased to announce the
opening of their 1988-89 season with
the musical "Little ShopofHorrors."
Book and Lyrics by Howard Ashman
with music by Alan Menken. The
screenplay by Charles Griffith and
film of the same name by Roger
Corman were based upon the Broadway musical.
You'll thrill to the suspense as
Seymour, a lowly assistant florist.
allows his craving for fame and fortune to seduce him into playing
nursemaid to a carnivorous plant,
Audrey II. Goings on surrounding the
growing plant's demands for more
food are accompanied by witty parodies of sixties music accompanied by
a combo consisting of piano, synthesizer, drums and electric bass.
1.'here's suspense, laughter, and
chills! There's a skid row cutie who
is dating a sadomasochistic dentist.
Wait, there's still more, a "60's GirlGroup" chorus, that just can 'tscem to
mind their own business.
The all UOP cast includes Danelle
Finck, playing the role of Audrey,

James Tysinger III as Seymour, and
Thorn Leon as the owner of the
flower shop, Mr. Mushnik. The GirlGroup chorus consists of Lorenda
Allen, Theresa Herron, and Kendra
Hop¢r. ThedentistisJ.T.Holstrom.
In otherroles are Sal Velasquez, and
Dawn Wade. And the voice of the
plant is Sean Savidge.
The musical opens Thursday, October 6 in the DeMarcus Brown Studio
Theaue,located in the Drama Building at the south end of the campus.
Additional performances are October 7,8,13,14, and 15. Curtain is at 8
p.m. for all performances. Ticket
prices are $6 for general admission
and $3 for students, senior citizens
and UOPstaff.Forticketinformation
and reservations, please call 9462118. Reservations are recommended, but not required. The all
UOP student cast is under the direction of Darrell C. Persels with Scott
Eckern as musical director. The
choreographer is Anandha Ray, the
newest faculty member of the Department of Drama and Dance

tall478-6311.
656 Rosemane Lane
Stockton. CA 95207

CHOCOMANIA
1'be World's Finest Chocolate bars with roasted California almonds will
be available for $1.00 per bar beginning September 30.

952·2971
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$5,000- 10,000
monthly commission
Drive a Mercedes. Live in the home of your dreams.
Have FREEDOM to enjoy life.
24 hr. Message- Sacramento
2ND FLOOR BANNISTER HALL

946-2436

916 537-717

For all you music lovers out there,
there is good news. During the next
month, various record companies
are releasing new albums for music
appreciators of all kinds.
Some of the artists that will be
releasing new albums are Blue Oyster Cult, Alphaville, Camouflage,
Courtney Pine, Johnny Cash, Alliance, Soul Brothers, Anita Baker,
Metalica, Ready For The World,
Keith Richards, Luther Vandross,
and Night Ranger. Bon Jovi has
reeently released an album entitled
'"New Jersey," and it is selling out at
record stores. If you are a Bon Jovi
fan, get to the stores fast
There are also new releases from
groups that haven't been heard from
in a long time. Some of these artists
are Robbie Nevil, Simple Minds•
Howard Jones, 'Til Tuesday, and
Duran Duran. Look forward to seeing these releases in the record stores
around mid-October.
Another new release that is getting
praise is the four song EP released by
Bruce Springsteen to benefit the
Amnesty International's Human
Rights organization. The release
coincides with the current Amnesty
International tour. The EP includes
live versions of "Tougher Than the
Rest", "Be True" and the acoustic

version of 'Born to Run" &hat has
oeel\ a ahow stopper during
·spnngsteen's Tunnel of Love Express tour. However, the highlight of
the EP is a moving version of Bob
Dylan's classic protest song
"Chimes of Freedom."
There are also some soundtracks
that will soon be released. These
soundtracks include U2's "Rattle
and Hum," Tom Waits' "Big Time,"
the biographical "John Lennon:
Imagine," and Phil Collins •
"Buster." Currently, U2 and Phil
Collins have songs on the charts
from their new albums. U2's latest
single is called ..Desire;" Phil
Collins' new song is called ..A
Groovy Kind of Love." Both the U2
and Lennon soundtracks are double
albums that mix concert and studio
cuts, including previously unreleased material.
Another very interesting thing UJat
is happening in the music world is
that Paul McCartney is releasing an
album of rock classics for release in
tlte Soviet Union. This album will
come out in October under a government owncdlab~l. but the rumOf that
a touroftl'!e SovietUnion will follow
is false.
There is a lot going on in the music
world lately, and much of it is very
promising. If you are a music lover
get excited and get to the stores fast
before they're all taken.

DELTA WORD PROCESSING
Term Papers, Resumes, Correspondence

Misc. Assignments
Competitive Rates
Lodi- 386-7624

•I

GRILL

IS.
& BAR

'BUY'
NONE,
GET ONE FREE!
CHILI'S would like you to enjoy any one of our 6
delicious appetizers free! There's nothing to collect,
no game to play, and you don't have to buy anything
to get your free appetizer. Come visit us at Chili 'sour customers make us like
"No Place Else."
Good only at CHILI'S-5756 Pacific Avenue

Expires: 12-31-88
Valid: Monday-Wednesday, 4 p.m.-10:30 p.m.
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Now that anew school
year is under way, we have
an idea that'll make both
you and your parents feel a
bit more confident come
finals time:
Get a Macintoshe
computer to help with your
homework.
Then you'll never have
to spend another all-nighter
retyping apaper just to

purge afew typos and
dangling modifiers. You'll
be able to crank out assignments that look as though
you bribed a friend in art
school. And with an amazing new program called
HyperCarde-which just
happens to come packaged
with every Macintosh-you
can easily store, organize,
and cross-reference research

notes to your heart's content.
And if that isn't enough
reason to look at aMacintosh
today, here's another:
Right now, you have
three chances to win one
of Sony's Discman"' CD
players-including the exciting Sony Pocket Discman,
which also plays the new
3-inch CDs. And even if you
miss out on the CD player,

The power to be your besC

Enter: September 15th-October 6th
University Book Store
Univu.lty Center • Stockton, CA 95211 • (209) 946-2327
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Ex-!igers finish first pro season
Tom Gregory
Spons Editor

Four former UOP baseball players
have recently completed their first
season of professional ball. After
being drafted in June, Tony Lozinski,
Willie Tatum, Deryk Gross, and
Beau Hill left Pacific in search of pro
careers.
Lozinski, who plays catcher, was
taken in the ninth round by the Philadelphia Phillies. He was sent to Batavia of the New York-Penn League.
Tatum also went in the ninth round.
Although he played first base for
UOP, Tatum was a designated hitter
this season with Boston Red Sox
affiliate Elmira of the New YorkPenn League. Tatum had a fine
offensive season, and the Sox hope to
improve his defensive skills so that
he can get some playing time in at
first base.
In the 12th round, Deryk Gross was
picked up by the Minnesota Twins.
Gross played outfield for the Tigers a
year ago, and continued in that position this season with the Visalia
Oaks.
The highlight of his season was
when he batted against the Dodgers'
Don Sutton. If you're wondering how
Gross fared against the future hall-offarner, you'll be happy to know that

JTIGER TRACKS
daY September 29
r~er polo hosts UC Santa Barbara

2:00p.m.

~ay September 30

'ater Polo at NorCal Tournament (Stanford)
ld aockey at Northeastern
dleyball hosts UC Santa Barbara

All-Day
2:00p.m.
7:30p.m.

rdaY October 1

'ater Polo at NorCal Tournament (Stanford)
()SS Country hosts UOP Invit. (Oak Grove Park)
tball at Long Beach State
,eld Hockey at Providence
'olleyball hosts Cal Poly San Louis Obispo

All-Day
9:30a.m.
noon
1:00 p.m.
7:30p.m.

ndaY October 2
10:00 a.m. ·

ater Polo vs. Cal Poly (at Stanford)
eld
1 Hockey at Boston College

noon

oday October 3

~olf at Wolf Pack Classic (Reno, Nevada)

Former UOP frrst baseman Willie Tatum is now with the Boston
Red Sox organization.

Volleyball stings Fresno State Bulldogs

esday October 4

Derrick Kau

Golf at Wolf Pack Classic (Reno, Nevada)

Senior Staff Writer

ednesday OctoberS
7:30p.m.

Volleyball hosts Hawaii

wMarks

The UOP men's basketball team is in need of a volunteer program
The assistant would attend practice sessions and would siton the
for all home games. It's a great opportunity for those interested in
or teaching. For more information, contact Dave Shoemaker at

__ ___

_....._........,

he hit a single and knocked in two
runs. According to Pacific head
coach Keith Snider, Gross said that
Sutton threw "the best curve ball that
I've ever seen in my life!"
The Detroit Tigers selected former
UOP shortstop Beau Hill. Hill was
assigned to Detroit's Single A team
in Phoenix.
Snider was excited about the draft.
"I thought that it was a great accomplishment for UOP to have four players drafted in the same year. It'sgreat
for the program and for recruiting
purposes." However, there is also a
down side. Tatum, Gross, and Lozinski still had one year of eligibility
left at UOP. The Tigers took forward
strides last year when they placed
fourth in the Big West, and the early
loss of these three players will hurt
UOP as they try to advance even
further this season. Snider commented that "losing those three players is an obvious loss. We recruited
some good pitchers, and if we still
had those three guys, we would have
been more solid."
The UOP team has already started
practice for the 1989 season. The
NCAA gives each team eight weeks
in the fall to practice. Snider plans to
spend two weeks on regular practice,
and six weeks on inter-squad games
and games against other opponents.

.........,

~-

The UOP volleyball team won its
conference opener over No.14
Fresno State 15-9, 15-11, 15-7 on
Sept. 20. The Tigers, who haven't
lost to Fresno State since 1977, continued their domination by winning
their 19th straight over the Bulldogs.
For the match, the Tigers .261 hitting
percentage outweighed Fresno
State's .097.
The contest marked the return of

6'3" sophomore Krissy Fifer. Fifer
had been unable to play previously
due to a pulled stomach muscle. For
the match, she converted 60% of her
attacks and tied Cathy Scotian with
a team-high 12 kills. Tiger head
coach John Dunning said that the
return of Fifer "gave us another
dimension that we haven't had. The
team played with more confidence
with her in there because she is the
kind of player that would help any
team. She is a terminator."
Brooke Herrington was the CEC

Player of the Game, producing nine
kills, six digs, and three blocks.
For the past two weeks, the Tigers
have had alight schedule. It has been
very beneficial for the Tigers be·
cause it has allowed them to recoup
after a tough start. As Dunning said,
"It has given us the chance to look at
previous losses and work on the
appropriate things, because there are
no easy matches in the conference."
The Tigers open a three-game home
stand tomorrow night against UC
Santa Barbara. The Gauchos have

struggled so far this season, but they
are a very solid team.
The Tigers will face Cal Poly San
Louis Obispo on Saturday. This season, the Mustangs have a perfect 100 record, and are ranked 15th in the
nation.
On Wednesday the No.1 team in the
country will be in town, the University of Hawaii's Rainbow Wahines.
This should be a very exciting match,
and the Tigers will have to be in top
form in order to take down the defending national champions.

........

Microsoft Word
has a new feature
just for education.

lerton edges Pacific
gory. The Titans continuously put
themselves in prime field position
with great punt and kick-off returns.
Perhaps the most important play of
the game came early in the fourth
quarter when Fullerton was forced to
punt The Tigers appeared to return
the punt to the Titan's 32-yard line.
However, the Tigers were hit with a
holding penalty, Fullerton regained
possession, and the Tigers never returned to scoring position.
Pacific broke into the scoring column in the second quarter when
quarterback Ron Beverly threw a 77yard touchdown strike to Troy Cole.
Cole was named offensive CEC
Player of the Game for his two receptions and his fine kick-off returns.
The Titans came back on their next
possession to tie the ~arne up at 7-7.
The key play was a 48-yard kick-off
Cathy Scotian skies over Fresno State
return by Earl Williams.
Pacific took the lead with 1:08 left
in the first half. AfterCole'sretum to
the Titans' 24-yard line. The Tigers
were unable to get a touchdown, but
'"iSbinl!tton 35, San Jose 31)
Mark Gran hit for a field goal.
At Seattle, the No.17 Huskies
The score remained 10-7 until late
off a furious Spartan rally to
in
the third quarter when Fullerton
with a victory. After falling
tied
the score with a 45-yard field
Mike Schneider
28-0 in the
second
goal.
Then,
in
the
fourth
quarter,
the
AuL Sports Editor
, San'Jose roared back with
of
the
ball
on
Titans
took
control
touchdowns and a field goal,
The Lady Tigers' field hockey
Pacific's 31-yard line after the Tithree touchdown passes
squad began a six-game road trip on
gers' offense stalled. Pacific's dequarterback Ken Lutz to
Sept. 17 when they traveled to Chico
fenseplayed tough, butFullerto~ was
a 31-28 lead with four minState.
already in field goat range and kic~er
remaining.
Washington
Pacific grabbed an early 1-0 lead
Stan Lambert booted the game-wmto drive the length of the
when Melissa McNutt swatted in a
ning 45-yard field goal.
and score the clinching
rebound ofKaren Chiramonte's shot.
Dan Hampton was named defem.
""""''""""~ with only 1:30 to play.
However, Chico came back when
CEC Player of the Game. He came up
...............,.. •s record moves to 3their star, Julie Freeman, was able to
with seven tackles and constantly put
and San Jose fell to 1-3.
sneak behind the UOP defense and
pressure on Fullerton's quarte~back.
tap in a shot with just 40 seconds left
Pacific (0-4) will be away thiS SatV 26, Ohio U. 18)
in
the rrrst half.
urday when they take on conference
lornmy Jackson rushed for 164
Pacific came out strong after interopponent Long Beach State. The
and scored once to lead the
mission and seized the lead again, 249ers are currently 0-3 with losses to
Rebels to their first victory.
Boise State, Oregon, and UCLA.
Las Vegas is now 1- 2
This weekend's game will be Long
and 0-1 in the Big West.
held fast until Chico scored with 15
Beach State's conference opener.
minutes left to tie the game for good.
Keep your eye on Long Beach's
State 32, New Me~xicrol
Although UOP was not able to come
Stacey Alexander. Last year he was
20)
up with a win, Coach Carla Konet
was still happy. "It was a tough,
At Logan, Utah, Brent Snyder an honorable mention All-Big West
selection at defensive back. For Pafor two touchdowns and
physical game and Chico is a pretty
cific, the player to watch is running
in another score to lead Utah
good team," Konet said. "I was
back Anthony Williams. Williams
to a Big West conference
pleased with our improvement and
was leading the Big West in allUSU is now 1-2
we held up better in the late stages of
New Mexico State ..t..r,nn,.,.n purpose yardage going into the
the game than we have in the past."
Fullerton game with an average of
(see HOCKEY, page 12)
0-4.
146 yards per game.

See your campus bookstore for details. Academic
identification is required for this offer. Offer is valid
on the Academic Edition of Microsoft Word for the
Apple® Macintosh® and for the ffiM PC and 100%
compatibles, and for the ffiM Personal System/2,..,
series.

Field hockey
ties Chico, falls The Pacifican
to Stanford
is in need of

Microsoft and the Microsoft Logo are registered trademarks
of Microsoft Corporation. Apple and Macintosh are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. IBM is a registered
trademark and Personal S)&em/2 is a trademark of
International Business Machines Corporation.

SPORTSWRITERS.
If you are Sports oriented
and like to see your
writing in }lrint, then you
need to write for us!

SUGGES'IED RETAIL FOR
MICROS OFf WORD IS $450.00

Apply in person or call
946 - 2155.
Ask for Tom Gregory
or
Mike Schneider

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
A DIVISION OF THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
SECOND LEVEL* MCCAFFREY CENTER
NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY
LIMITED 10 STOCK ON HAND
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LOAN
(continued from page 3)
say, $20,000 would repay the government$500inaycar,or2.5percent
of their income.
Students would take out the loans,
which would be guaranteed by the
government, through banks.
Aaron thought it interesting that
Dukakis, who has trailed Republican
presidential nominee George Bush in
the polls since mid-August, unveiled
the "substantive" proposal because
he thinks it's something the American people want
But although he commended the
Massachusetts governor for developing a program with meat, Aaron
feared it will be used against him.
"Things are a little out of hand. The
politicians are carped on because
they don'toffer anything substantial.
Then when they offer something
substantial, special interest groups
come out with complaints about
technical minutiae. It all comes down
to jealousy. They're jealous because
they didn't think of it first."

RATS
(continued from page 3)
sported a Superm.an cape and red,
white and blue tail during the rodent
games. "Most people think of rats as
mean, but she's very peaceful and
affectionate."
The competitors were all females,
Raible said, because male rats are too
ugly, fat and lazy.
Although no overall winner was
announced, the consensus among the
crowdofabout75 was thatthechampion was Elle Dopa, named after LDopa, a drug substitute for dopamine, a brain chemical.
Elle Dopa and the rest of the cheesy
crew may be on their way to even
greater fame, Raible said. She's tried
to get the rodents on Late Night with
David Letterman's Stupid Pet Tricks
segment. So far, the show has rejected the rats, claiming they're not
pets.
"Can you imagine?" Raible asked.

RAPES

FESTIVAL ANNEX

(continued from page 3)
that happened long before Knight's
statement.
A lot of awareness may be needed
on campuses nationwide.
Ina 1987 surveyof6,000 students at
32 colleges, one in six female studentsreported being raped during the
previous year. The majority of those
assaults were "acquaintance rapes"
in which the victim and the assailant
knew each other.
In the same study, conducted by
University of Arizona researchers,
one of every 15 men said he had
committed rape or had attempted
rape during the same time period.
To stop it, the Santa Monica report
urges colleges to adopt official policies that condemn sexual assaults,
establish procedures to change living, implement educational programs about sexual assault, improve
security measures and start better
programs to treat victims.
Such programs wouldn't be popular, if the persistence of Indiana's
vandals is emblematic of general
campus thought. IU's Evans doesn't
have high hopes for the rebuilt
shanty. "If we keep it up for the first
two weeks of school it will be a victory."

HOCKEY
(continued from page 11)
The Lady Tigers' next test came on
Sept 20 at ninth-ranked Stanford.
They once again took the lead first, 10, this time on a goal by Bruner, and
we-,e still in command at halftime.
But the home team roared back and
scored three goals in the second half
to wrap up the game, 3-1. Goalie
Shel'i Megginson turned in an excellent performance for the Lady Tigers
with 18 saves.
After a contest at Cal-Berkeley,
Pacific will travel to Boston for a
three-game tournament, including a
match against #1 Providence. The
Lady Tigers play their next home
game against Maine at 3:30 on Friday;Oct. 7.

(continued from page 8)

(continuedfrompage 8)
Similarly, the San Joaquin Delta
College Melon Festival is in its first
year and raises money for the Evening Students Association.
Each of these festivals includes arts
and crafts exhibits and booths, an
abundance of food and drinks, carnivals, games, prizes, fun, and excitement. They all serve to bring members of the community together and
pay tribute to the produce which has
made the San Joaquin Valley famous.
A city's name may be forgotten, but
one with its own special event creates
an aura of community involvement
and a high level of interaction. Festivals and parties promote the produce which is the base of the area's
economy and closely tied to its image.
The recent campaign slogan,
"Stockton's Great...Take A Look,"
hold relevance today because every
new harvest and festival is a form of
public relations that can increase the
positive image of a city and its population. "Stockton is Great... Chcck
Out A Festival."

Deposits range from $5.00 for inner
tubes, to $50.00 for video players.
"Everything rents for three days.
except the video players, which rent
overnight," said Putnam. The mos:
popular items? "Coolers and camping equipment For the upcoming
winter months, we have cross-country skiing equipment. We also have
blenders for Daiquiri parties."
Annex hours are 10-3 on Monday,
10-2 on Tuesday and Thursday, 2-3
on Wednesday, and Fridays 10-1.
The hours are limited "because we
set our hours around student schedules. If the new services take off, we
will investigate expanding our store
hours," said Murphy.

There's only
one wav to
come out ahead
of the pack.

Skies 4 Sale
Rossignol4s Equip--silver/black,
unmounted--190cm &FPEqiup-blue/red, mounted--190cm. $75
each/BO. 4 info call Stephanie@
944-7686 (11 am· 11 pm)

MEN'S CHOIR
Phi Mu Alpha Music Fraturnity
sponsoring a men's Choir open
all men in the university comrn
nity. Wednesday nights at ?:(XI
Instramental Rehearsal Hall. 1

WORLD PRESS
UOP's own jazz/rock band is
back and eager to perform. Call
944-7322 or 957-7763.

Hair Satan receptionist n
'
Saturdays only. 7:45 am to 3: ,r,
pm. $4.50/hr. Call Rene at 4?· ~·
4943.
~

"The ASUOP AnnexThe Art of Being Original."
Come In & Check Us Oul

Roomate wanted, room in
nished house, $242/mo.
Johnn at 951-2237

RIDE NEEDEDTo Humbolt State University or
Arcata (No. Calif.) October 21
weekend leaving in the morning.
Share gas and driving. Please call
944-7861 (evenings) ASAP.
CEH,
Jingle bells
Craig smells
He must have layed an egg
Foof mobile has lostits appeal
And Pooh bear might be back to
stay.
Guess Who.
R,

RE-ENTRY
(continued from page 1)
wouldn't be here," said Richardsor...
The Re-Entry program has been
steadily improved since its inception
in 1987. The selection of evening
classes has expanded to meet the
needs of the part-time evening students. The program also includes a
welcome back to college orientation,
social activities, and career assessment workshops.
In jm:t tltree short years the Re-

Entry program at UOPhas gonefrom
graduating three students in its first
year to graduating possibly 20 students this year. As more older adults
begin to explore returning to school
the Re-Entry program will be there to
provide the support they need to
successfully make the transition to
student and ultimately reach their
goal of a college degree.

A American Heart
~Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
'vOJRLIFE

Where is my sunshine
My only sunshine
You made me happy when skies
were gray
I can't wait until you come home
Because I love you. (big time)
Please don't ever take
My sunshine away (for even 7
months)
Love always

Information Session with
Macy•s Representatives
wet
Where: Regent's Dining Room
tcy.
When: Thursday, October 6, 4:00 p.m. day
Fall Graduates
Who:
What:

HUMANITIES
(continuedfrompage 2)
of the broaderinfl ucnces that shaped
Western culture.
Cheney's report also charged West~m literature courses are under "attack" at Columbia University, while
Mount Holyoke College in Massachusetts and the University of Madison at Wisconsin require ethnic studies courses but have no Western civilization requirements.
It's wrong not to, Cheney said, reasoning that "since Western civilization forms the basis for our society's
laws and institutions, it might seem
obvious that education should
ground the upcoming generation in
the Western traditon."
But educators should take care not
to focus on too narrow a scope. "The
humanities have become arcane in
ways that many find troubling," said
Cheney. "As specialization becomes
ever narrower, the humanities tend to
lose their significance and their cen-

edia

trality ."
Although students are losing their
enthusiasm for studying literature,
history and other humanities, the
nation has embraced the humanities
more enthusiastically in recent years
than ever before, Cheney says.
Her report noted the proliferation in
the numbers of rriusuems, libraries,
educational television stations, arts
councils and historical associations
in recent years as proof of a humanities boom.
She also noted Americans in 1986
spent more on attending "cultural
events"--$3.3 billion-- than they did
on attending sporting events ($3.1
billion).
In 1970, by contrast, Americans
spent $1.1 billion on sporting events,
more than twice the amount -- $500
million -- they spent to attend "cultural events."

Take

a

Look
at a
Mocy*s
Career

If you're looking to turn your talents into a highly
rewarding career In retailing, then take a look at
Macy•s.
A Macy•s career Is diverse and challenging. It
requires Innovation and decisiveness In order to
strengthen the relationships we've established with
our customers who demand quality In their
purchases. Most Importantly, It's your opportunity to
become a rlsk·taker, a strateglzer and above all, a
success In our fast-paced, forward·thlnklng business
environment.

On ursday, Oct 13, at8
Lon [heatre, UPBEAT L t
pres ling a lecture entitl
to Global Oceans" by
To find out about the Macy*s career path, one
Bro of the Cousteau Soci
which often reaches the senior executive level In just
is team member
three years, we recommend that you attend our
Information s.ess/on. Contact your placement center Cou 0 Society who travels
for more Information, Including upcoming Interview lcctu circuit as well as go
dates. Macy* s Is an equal opportunity employer.
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